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University student Kara
Stewart was a bil nervous walking home
from ihe bar by herself early Sunday morning.
Repeatedly checking over her
ByLisaHalverstadt
shoulders, Stewart, a junior, was
REPORTER
talking on her cell phone near
=
Fourth and Elm streets at about
2:55 a.m. when a white male
wearing a black hooded sweatshirt appeared and
grabbed her purse.
Initially she clutched her bag, refusing
to give it up, but that didn't
—
stop the young

man from
stealing her purse.
"I was in heels so it was kind of
hard to keep hold of my purse, and I fell ... still
holding onto my purse — and he dragged me for
what seemed like forever," Stewart said. "He did onehard tug at my purse, got it and (then he] was gone."
About an hour and a half earlier and just a block
away, near Fourth and High streets, Mandy Ruse,
another University junior, was mugged by a white
male with a similar description. In the report, Ruse
described the suspect as roughly 5-foot-9 and as
wearing a white hooded sweatshirt.
MUGGING, PAGE 6
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Factory farms Clinic attracts musicians
a stinky issue
Residents discuss
risks of improper
manure disposal

Web site.

Housholder is also the trusteefor Portage Township, where
another factory farm has been
proposed for construction.
By Dan Myers
"Should I go to my constituREPORTER
ents and ask for money to bring
About 35 northwest Ohio resi- in an operation they don't want
dents gathered last night to talk to come in?" I lousholder asked
about bull crap — literally.
his audience.
Patrick Ng, one of the foundCow manure that seeps into
the ground poses a number ing members of WCCOFF when
of environmental and health it formed about five years ago,
risks, said Dave Housholder, said he is in the activist group
vice president of Wood County to work toward change in facCitizens Opposed to Factory tory farms' practices.
"Right now, we try to stop
Farms.
Factory farms, such as the them from coming In," Ngsaid.
one located in Wood County "We want to have a moratorium
near Weston, raise several because there arc not enough
hundred dairy cowsand dump studies on manure.''
their manure on the
Ng said he joined
ground, Housholder
the WCCOFF while
he was on Bowling
said.
Green's City Council.
He then passed
around a schematic
"At that time, I was
of the drainage tile
concerned with the
buried under Wood
pollution entering the
County's
surface,
Maumee River," he
describing its inability *.
"The manure
< said,
Ifrom the Weston facto properly handle liqDAVE
tory farm] could overuid manure.
"If you've ever had HOUSHOLDER flow into the Maumee,
WCCOFF
a woman show up on
which is one mile west
your back door crying
of the Bowling Green
because her house has been water intake.'
Last night's discussion was
declared lost — and she and
her husband have declared part of the Wood County Public
bankruptcy—you understand Forum series of talks organized
the importance of drainage," by a group called Democracy
for Northwest Ohio.
Housholder said.
According to Lee McUird,
Among the health risks
posed by standing manure coordinator for the organizainclude e-coli, listeria, salmo- tion, the Public Forum series
nella and other organisms is a place where the public can
capable of causing disease in discuss issues that are imporhumans, according to materi- tant to them as informed votals distributed by WCCOFF.
ers.
Katie Hartwell, a senior eduThe materials also give detail
on environmental pollutants cation major at the University,
found in bovine waste, such attended the discussion last
as phosphorus and nitrogen night.
"All i know is that a lot of
entering the water — chemipeople have a lot of very strong
cals that are toxic to fish.
The manure also releases opinions Ion this topicl, espehydrogen sulfide, which cially in thisare.i, and I want to
could cause brain damage in educate myselfiMiwhyl should
humans, according to the New care," Hartwell said prior to
York Department of Health's the presentation's start.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

instrument of choice in tow to stretch until the evening ol Ian. 21, ultimately perform, That can
attend the yearly Band Music the clinic is crammed full of chal- decide what they like and what
Reading and Directors Clinic put lenges and opportunities for those they do not as a result of this musical "test drive."
present to take advantage i >f.
on by the College of Musical Arts.
But the event holds something
Whether a participant is a ^sitThis marks the clinic's 48th year,
and it appears to only be gain- ing hand director or a high school completely different in Store for
By Maggie Timlin
BE»0R!E»
ing momentum as the years go on. Student musician determines the attending high school stuBeginning today, close to 2,000 said Bruce Moss, director of bands what lessons they take pan in at dents who are missing a few days
ol school to attend the clinic. Soon
high school student musicians at the University and a twelfth year till" clinic.
For the band directors, many of after they settle in on campus, they
and band directors from all parts organizer of the event
"This clinic has been around whom bring their own students take an audition and are put into
of Ohio will flock to Bowling Green
for three days to stimulate their for a long time, so I've tried to give along tixi. Die focus of the clinic one of two bands, which are called
it some different directions over is to listen to different bands' live honors bands.
musical growth.
Alter that, the pressure is on
This growth will l>e developed the years, a new philosophy and perfonnanccs of new music pubsiiil Richard KenneU, dean of the
by pushing them to develop and a new look," Moss said. "We try lications showcased at the clinic.
They arc able to l<x>k at music College of Musical Arts Hie sin
build on their instrumental perfor- to tweak it up and make it a little
more contemporary and a little that has been released in the last dents must Irani new music riglil
mance and music-reading skills.
year, then sit in a band and play as they come, he said
These musically-graced visi- more visionary every year."
While its festivities may only the music that Uieir students will
tors have come to town with tlieir
CLINIC. PAGE 7

Directors, students
from around Ohio in
BG to develop skills

ADMIRING

The Guru Of Love, appeared
in 2003 with iloughton
Samrat Upadhyay, the first Mifflin and was named New
Nepali-born fiction writer York Times Notable Book of
writing in English to he pub- the Vear and a finalist for the
lished in the West, is set to 2004 Kiriyama Prize, which
speak tomorrow night as part is awarded in "recognition of
outstanding books
of the College of Arts
that promote greater
and Science's Visiting
understanding of and
Writers Series. Also
cooperation among
sponsored by the
the peoples and
Creative
Writing
nations of the Pacific
program and MidRim and South.Asia."
American Review, the
Upadhyay's stories
event will be held in
have been read live on
Prout Chapel at 7:30
SAMRAT
National Public Radio
p.m.
UPADHYAY
and published widely
U pad hy ay's first
WRITER
aswcllasinSrrihner's
book, the short story
Best of the Writing
collection Arresting
Workshops, edited
God in Kathmimdii (I loughto. i
Mifflinl is
cipient of a by Sherman Alexie, and Best
Whiting Writers' Award and American Short Stories 1999.
a selection in the Fall 2001 edited hy Amy Ian.
He now teaches creative
Barnes & Noble Great Writers
Program. Upadhyay's novel writing at Indian University.
By Kara Ohngren
REP0R1ER

Inini BMM BG Nevis
TAKING IT IN i Jake Wilder, sophomore, admires a painting by Gordan
Ricketts at the 53rd Annual Faculty and Staff Exhibition.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Few
Showers

Award-winning
author to speak

MONDAY

Snow

High:49'
Low: 37'

High:37"
Low: 24'

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWWJKteiVS.COM

•

BUSTED: Couple accused of scheming Wendy's is
sentenced to time in prison yesterday. PAGE 7

Snow
Shower

High:34"
low: 24"
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DNA may link worlds

Gish film series
opens with a hit
By Stephanie Spencer
•EPOIICt

Try to imagine a film with all of
the glitz of "Kill Bill," but a little
more heart and 19th century
lapancse culture.
Zatoichi
is premiering
tonight as the first film in the
International film Series in the
Gish Theatre at 7:30 p.m. and has
already received great reviews
from around the world. The festival has been going on at the
University for three decades with
around twenty movies a year.
And considering how large the
crowds have been for Japanese
films at the University lately, it
would be a good idea to come
early. Last Halloween the theatre
was so packed for "Ringu". the
lapancse predecessor to "The
Ring", that they had to turn people away.
Timothy Pogacar, chairman
of the Department of Cierman,
Russian and East Asian languages, selected the films for this
semester with help from other
faculty and outside influences.
"We tried to combine aspects
of traditional Japanese culture
with a modern setting," he said.

Vtood found in Midas tomb may tell history

"This helps students to get an
idea of other cultures and
social issues going on outside
America."
But the film festival will be
showing more than just one cultural genre. Continuing through
March 30th, the theatre willshow
movies from Slovenia, Germany
and Armenia.
In previous years, the films
have been selected on the basis
of how relevant they were, or
if they reflected any economic
conflict going on in the particular countries at that time. For the
first time, recent Armenian and
Slovic films are being shown in
the festival to encourage people
fromaround thcarea to immerse
themselves in a different point of
view for around ninety minutes.
University sen ior Nicole Daniel
looks at it from a pop culture
prospective.
"A lot of people only talk
about American pop culture, it's
important toseethat other countries are making contributions to
these art forms," she said.
All of the films in this series
are free to the public and should
make for an eye-opening night.

By Alison Kemp
REPORTER

The legendary King Midas turned
everything that he touched to
gold. Scott Rogers, a University
biology professor, and Zeki
Kaya, a plant geneticist from the
Middle East Tedmical University
in Ankara. Turkey, are searching
for answers about ancient wood,
their own gold, in Midas' tomb.
Rogers and Kaya are testing
ancient DNA — searching for a
link between the Lebanon cedar
presently in Turkey and the wood
found in the tomb There is no
Lebanon cedar near the tomb, so
what kind of wood was used in
the tomb and where it came from
is of interest to Kaya and Rogers,
The inside of the tomb, discovered in 1959, is lined with timber.
I In M i ■ is a real King Midas, who
ruled Phrygia, now present-day
Turkey. It is believed that he lived
from 740 to 896 RC— that is over
2700 years ago.
Kaya wrote to the Anatolian
Civilization Museum in Ankara,
WOOD, PAGE 6

Ptwto Provided
EVERYTHING IS NOT GOLD: DNA from timber lining inside King Midas' tomb may allow researchers to
connect ancient wood to today's forest and where the tomb was made.

Dean in Ohio to promote reform Musical event boasts hard
By Andrew Welsh-Hu2£ins
•Hi

ASSOCIATED PHESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — National
Democrats promoted their ethics reform package yesterday in
batdeground Ohio, which party
Chairman Howard Dean called
die center of Republican corruption scandals.
Dean oudined a package of
measures to bar members of
Congress from accepting gifts
from lobbyists, pointing to a
federal investigation of GOP

Rep. Bob Ncy of Ohio, who is
accused of taking bribes from
former Washington lobbyist lack
Abramoff.
Abramoff has pleaded guilty
to bribing members of Congress
and other charges.
"The cost of corruption is
real to Ohioans, and it's real to
Americans, and we're going to
put an end to Uiat," said Dean,
standing just a few feet away
from the ceremonial Statehousc
office of Gov. Bob Taft.

Apply to be a summer

Orientation Leader
Applications available online from

The Republican governor
pleaded no contest in August
to failing to report golf outings
and other gifts he was treated to,
becoming the state's first governor convicted of a crime.
The event, at which Democrats
signed a petition in support of
ethics reform, was the first outside Washington in support of
the reform proposals.
Dean's visit gave a national
stage to an argument Ohio
Democrats have been making
for months: voters should end 12
years of Republican domination
of state government because of
pervasive GOP corruption.
That includes a scandal involving $300 million in investment
losses at the state insurance fund
for injured workers.
Democratic candidates for
several statewide offices including governor are sounding similar themes as they try to win back
seats in the state that has failed to

January 20th - 5 p.m. February 3rd:
DEMOCRATS, PAGE 6

work, guest conductors
CLINIC, FROM PAGE 1

"They have only four or five
rehearsals to master it before
they have to give a full performance," Kennell said. "That
makes it really exciting, but also,
very fast pace."
Kennell said the goal of this
clinic is to peribrm at a liigher
level and accomplish something
in a short period of time.
While the clinic involves a lot
of work, there is one very big
payoff. Participants are given
the chance to work with worldrenowned guest composers
who will teach the students and
provide them with helpful feedback.
This year's guest conductors
are David Gillingham, a professor of composition at Central
Michigan University, and Paula
Holcomb, director of bands at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/oreg/leaders
Information Sessions:
1/18 7-Xp.m. Olscamp229
1/19 7-8 p.m. Olscamp229
1/2.1 7-8 p.m. Ofscamp 22"

Questions?
Contact Jaime at
.172-9646 or
hjaime@bgsu.edu

2 FREE GYROS!
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Gat 2 FREE!
www louihiide* com • 419 352 8639

- -r"f

2 /■la1

E«p 2 28 06

"Whtrm Th» Party %loili~
loulhiido6 com • 419 352 8639

ffrst year program

Your Source for
Custom Personalized
Garments

Custom Imprinted Wearables
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
www.winthropterrace.com

•■•-095-5175
■•wtlngCrtM

c? SP

(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

HEAT INCLUDED

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

Ride our Free Resident Shuttle
to Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30,1-4:30)

*29S.OO/mo.
• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

2 Swimming Pools
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom Apartments

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2006

Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.
I '
Bnwltnrj Green, OH

i t.io;
I

Hours:
Moii Fri 9am ipm
n Ipm

0717

GREENBRIAR, INC.

the State University of New York. event for participants, and the
Additionally, this year's special payoff for all the effort the stuguest is well-known writer and dents put into the clinic.
"for high schoolers and colbroadcaster Jamie Bernstein,
who is die daughter of legend- lege students alike, the reading
ary composer and conductor clinic allows us to simply meet
a famous |H'rson," said Felelcia
lconard Bernstein.
Bernstein is scheduled to Tchen, a Symphonic Band oboe
talk to students and directors phyer and a second year clinic
directly at an event coined "A participant. "If you were going
Conversation with Jamie to acting school, it would be the
Bernstein," to take place at 2:30 equivalent of meeting Steven
p.m. tomorrow in Kobacker Hal. Spielberg or someone of that
Bernstein will then narrate caliber."
But die excitement the clinicAaron Copland's "A Lincoln
Itortrait" in a Symphonic Band has to offer is not limited simply
performance tomorrow at 8 to those with a knack for musip.m. in Kobacker Hall, where cal comprehension. The clinic's
the band will br accoui|>anied performances are open to the
by the Toledo Symphony's brass public.
All events are free with the
section for three songs.
Being able to meet and dis- exception of tomorrow's
cuss elements of musical perfor- Symphonic Band concert.
mance with such accomplished Tickets for the concert are $8 for
guests is a huge highlight of the adults and $5 for students.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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MAN CHARGED FOR SHOOTING IN OKLAHOMA

CAMPUS

STI1J.WATCH, Okla. (U-WIRE) — Karras Harrison could
face die death penalty If convicted of killing a University
of Oklahoma student at a party early Sunday. 1 larrison
was arraigned Tuesday afternoon at the Payne County
Courthouse and charged with first-degree murder and
three felony charges of shooting with intent to kill.

Victims* hesitance, shame can be stalkers' powerful ally
Stalking, preceding a
third of male-female
murders, gets ignored
By Laura Collins
REPORTER

In honor'oflanuary bdng Stafldng
Awareness Month, this lurk's

Brown lias Luncheon, "Ever}
Breath You lake." dealt with Stall

tag and its many leans.
Presenter Mary knieger. dim
lor of the Women's Center, said
songs like Tver, Breath You lake"
by The Police anil "Invisible" by
(l.i\ Aikcn. beta to romantidzs
the issue of stalking,
"We often misinterpret I need

you, I can't let you go' as romantic,
but it's not," knicgcr said. "Il can

be dangerous,"
According to Knieger, approximately one in 12 women will
experience stalking in their lifetime, and a thud of all women
who were murdered by men were
stalked prior to thcit murder.
Most stalking begins as a result
of a relationship ending. Krueger
said While most of the lime the
relationship is romantic, it hap|HMis with non-romantic relationships as well.
These Stalkers an' called obsessional stalkers. They've had a relationship with you. yon don't want
one anymore, but ihev can't lei

just has a crush." Krueger said.
Cynthia Mahaffey, a willing
instructor at the University, agrees
(ha( women can often be hesitant
to go to the police about a stalker.
"Sometimes women arc afraid
to do something before il becomes
dangerous because we think dial
being stalked n'flects on us and
our choices,'' Mahaffey said.
Ijik Wade, a doctoral student at
the University, attended die presentation because he had an experience with someone sending him
stalking e-mails. He advises odiers
lo be cautious when meeting new
people, especially ones that are
overly persistent or aggressive
"If someone is stalking you, lei

go," she said.
While stalking behaviors can
vary
between
perpetrators.
Kruegcr said, some more common behaviors include: Annoying,
repeated phone calls, following the
victim, vandalizing the car, home
or pru[XM1v of the victim, harass
ing friends or family members of
the victim and threatening or killing the victim's animals.
Since there is a fine line between
persistence and stalking, some victims an' reluctant do something
about il.
"Sometimes it takes stalking
victims awhile to n'alize they arc
being stalked, especially if the people around (hem think the stalker

eetalife

^^»
^W
^^^^^»r

Hie calendar of ev
Thecalcnddrofcvvntsisldkcnlnim
hrt[W/cvvnls.bj:su.edu/'

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Kappa Delta Colonization Info Table
Union Lobby

Jt^^JK^ttJK^^ ^^BP^

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Volunteer Project Into
Union Lobby

ENTERPRISE SQUARE

being stalked io document it by
gelling a protection order from the
police. After one has been issued,
any contact liv the perpetrator is
illegal rhai includes everything
from e-mail to gelling in contact

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Live BG.com Launch Party Info
Union Lobby

Noon - 3 p.m.
Sigma Nu Recruitment
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Camp Adventure Info and
Recruitment
Union Lobby

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Kappa Delta Recruitment
Union Lobby

Noon - 4 p.m.
baffle - Sigma Alpha Epsilon
will be raffling off a snowboard
and 2 footballs signed by Omar
Jacobs.
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
lane Elliott Event Advertising
Union Lobby

someone else know in case something does happen." Wade slid. "II
you don't talk about il, that's when
il can become dangerous."
Krueger encourages women
lo be cautious and to not mis
interpret stalking for carelaking
and romance.
"Stalking is not about the vie
tim, ii is about the perpetrator,"
Knieger said. "If they did it bclme.
they'll do il again."
Knieger advises those who ,ne

through a mutual friend.
Stalkers who violate (he protection order are usually fined,
and in ram cases jailed. While the
lack of severe penalties for stalkeis can lie daunting, Krueger
said them have been advancements made by police departments concerning stalking.
lor example, some police
departments have mutual aid
agreements, Meaning, one police
jurisdiction will accept stalking
records from another police jurisdiction. That way. if die victim

moves, the protection older will
still apply. Hir more infiimuilion on
sulking or linmti Hr<g luncheons
rLiiliiwii'lignuiliiJoffias/iioiiwnJ.

this study abroad rjrogram. but
no previous Chinese language
study is required, for info, contact:
Education Abroad office, 2-0479
316 Student Union

3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Discover China - Summer 2006
Info session will describe the
details of the University's summer study abroad program in
China Students can earn Chinese
'anguage and culture credits in

5 p.m.
Band Music Reading and
Directors Clinic
48th annual clinic featuring
BGSU's bands and Honor High
School Bands from across Ohio.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

Make JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE in
your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN

OH£ Of 86 S M£W£R OOMPUXBS

Across Street from Offenhnuer

Furnished with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School
Year- One person Rate- S395.00. One Year- One Person
Rate- $365.00.

LARGE, DELUXE
1 BEDROOM APTS

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1 or 2 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices for 2 occupants.
SI7 E. REED STREET- At Thurstln. Furnished or

1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS!
$450.00 / MO. + UTILITIES
Many amenitiescall for details

Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person RateS465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $400.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished.or Unfurnished.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- S395.00. One

Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental

Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.

Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $410.00.

517 E. REED- At Thurstln. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $625.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $525.00.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE-

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

J***"*t
** -»*>--

Hours:
Mon-Fri9am-5pm
Saturday 9am- lpm

Furnished or Unfurnished.

One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $385.00. One

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Behind Kinkos.

Furnished or

Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET-

Furnished or Unfurnished.

One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate-

GREENBRIAR, INC.

505 CLOUCH STREET-

Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person

Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.

$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $395.00.

521 EAST MERRY-

Furnished. One bath. School Year-

Two Person Rate- $655.00. One Year- Two Person RateS555.00. • Lower floors reduced rate.

PETS ALLOWED

402 HIGH STREET-

with $250.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these

School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two

locations:

Person Rate- $490.00.

403
831
725
802

High
Seventh
Ninth
Sixth

825
640
777
517

Third
Eighth
Manville
E. Reed

755 Manville
841 Eighth
733 Manville

Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.

701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
810 FIFTH, 649 + 707 Sixth & 818 SEVENTHFurnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity.

School

Year-Two Person Rate- $560.00. One Year- Two Person
Rate

/

$470.00.

840-8SO SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.

■

■*■

■ ■all

*T

One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
831 SEVENTH- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath +

O.^

p?l ^Kivxtr s -

Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person Rate- $555.00. One
Year- Two Person Rate- $480.00.
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE-

Unfurnished. Dishwasher.

1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $630.00.
One Year- Two P»rson Rate- $530.00.

J+*m IxUt Heel MM!

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in
finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
«

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

I
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OPINION

"America guarantees equal opportunity,
not equal outcome."

ftiu'tical pundit Rush Limbaugh.

STAKKKDITOMA

Beating your fears can save lives

What if someone told you diat
you can save the lives of people around the world within an
hour? What if you were told that
you could literally be that beacon of life for someone in a life
or death situation, and you can
be that beacon right before vour
2:30 class?
It's possible. And more importantly, the University makes
being someone's hero even easier
by sponsoring the blood drives
in the Union, which is one of the
most accessible areas in Bowling

YOU DECIDE
Do you think that donating blood
is as easy as it seems? Send an
e-mail to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our Web site.
Green, OH.
According to the official Web
site of the Red Cross' blood donaUon branch (givelife.org). someone is in need of blood every two
seconds. To quote die Web site,

"that's a lot of blood."
But the Web site puts a damper
on the reader's mood by noting
that only one out of 20 possible
donors give blood in a given year.
So after the ineligible donors are
weeded out of the target population, only five percent arc willing
to help.
Even worse, certain metropolitan areas of the country (including Cleveland) have a shortage
of blood and aren't always able to
help to meet the needs of those
who require it.

There is a large number of people who are eligible to give blood,
but whatever their reservations
are, won't step up to the plate and
do their part.
Perhaps the greatest reservation is that the American population suffers from aichmophobia,
or the fear of needles (and other
pointy objects). And we're not
condemning aichmophobics,
either; conquering your fear of
having a needle stuck into your
arm is a big step.
But two seconds of your pain

could be die difference between
happiness and despair for a family. You will instantly become
a savior (literally) to someone
who will be forever in your
gratitude without ever knowing
your name.
The next time the blood drive
comes to Bowling Green, try
something new. Memorize all
of the countries in Africa or all
the prime ministers in Canada.
When the blood drive worker
attempts to put a needle in your
arm, focus on the countries or

prime ministers (or anything
else that you can) to take your
mind on the impending agony.
Do this, and you'll hardly even
notice that the needle has penetrated your skin.
Whatever your fear, whatever it
takes, overcoming your reservations can mean so much to so
many people. As a national community, we rely on one another
for things that we can't do ourselves. It's encouraging that saving a life can be this easy.

VIVI1M

IS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Chuck Norris is a
ON THE STREET god amongst men
Hockey fans
i I A

have lost class
and dignity
Like many others who were
in attendance for the Monday
night hockey game against
Ferris State, my ears have not
stopped ringing (nor my stomach churning) from the multiple volleys of vulgar remarks
directed at the opposing team,
the officials, and even (from
time to time) our own players.
As a result, many others in the
student section and I have been
left wondering what happened
to t he class and t rad it ion of t he
Bowling Green hockey fans.

Unfortunately, some fans
have recently taken it upon
themselves to turn what was
once a wonderful and storied
tradition into a mash of vulgarity and blatantly offensive
remarks. If the Falcon fans of
BG Hockey's heyday saw this,
they'd surely be sick to their
stomachs as well.
What our hockey program
needs is not a group of inebriated morons screaming homophobic remarks at the officials
and opponents; it should be a
group of respectful and responsible fans who will represent
the university in a positive way.
Witty, clean chants have more
effect on opposing teams than
the cookie-cutter (ripped off
from Michigan and Miami)

vulgar chants.

Many families attend the
games and bring children with
them, and hockey fans need
to be mindful of this fact. It's
OK to get loud to support your
team, but please, do so with the
image of the University and its
students in mind.
That being said, everyone
should come out Saturday and
support the Falcons against the
University of Michigan. Let's
keep it clean and rock the ice
arena and send the Wolverines
packing just like we did the
Buckeyes!

If you were face-toface with Mother
Nature today, what
would you tell her?

TERRY STREETMAN
SOPHOMORE
tstreet@bgsu.edu

"So what happened
to 50 degrees and
sunny?"

SARA SPENCER
SENIOR, EDUCATION

iPod trumps social interaction
have seemingly unlimited abiliwhile ordering that number
ties these days. Cellphones,
one with cheese?
PDAs and computers are also
What exactly do you think
among the machines able to
you're going to miss in that
Opinion Columnist perform a number of tasks
short time that you can't simnever before thought possible.
ply replay? They don't make a
The holiday season has
Oh, the technology.
pause burton for nodiing. It's
come and gone. After all
While such advancements in
frustrating to try to get an order
the leftovers have been
technology are important, they
from someone who is only half
thrown out and the relatives
do come at a cost.
listening to you.
have returned home, only one
As a result of devices such
Meredith Dixon, a junior at
thing remains... the iPod.
as the iPod, conversation and
the University, works in dining
Today it is difficult to look
human interaction are suffering. services at the Union and agrees.
anywhere without seeing or
And this is simply unacceptable.
"I never feel like I have their
hearing about one of Apple
Technological development
full attention because they're
Computer's top-of-the-line
should add to our conversation,
so absorbed in their tunes,"
digital media players. Whether
not take away from it.
Meredith said.
it is in advertisements, in the
It is easy to see how comStill others would disagree.
news, walking around campus
munication has been drastically When asked about iPods, sophor now even in the courtroom,
altered in just the last decade.
omore Adam Rosengarten said,
iPods are everywhere. And why
Today, it is common to see
"I don't think they're that bad."
wouldn't they be?
two friends walking across
But if you ask me, additional
According to an article in USA campus to class with one
advancements in technology
Today, Apple Computer has
another. Sadly, it is just as
will only continue lo isolate
sold a total of 42 million iPods
common to see the two not
us unless we do something
since first introducing the prodimmersed in conversation, but
about it.
uct in 2002. Of this total, 32
rather, both busy listening to
If you disagree just answer
million iPods were sold in 2005,
their iPods.
one question for me. When is
14 million of which were sold
1 guess I just don't underthe last time you sent an instant
during the 2005 holiday sales
stand it. 1 mean, what is the
message to your roommate
quarter alone.
point in walking together in the
who was only sitting a mere 10
Thai's a lot of iPods, and the
first place if you're not going to
feet away?
sales show no signs of slowing
interact? You might as well be
While technology is wonderdown. Instead, Apple continwalking by yourself.
ful, we can't let it completely
ues to increase demand of the
Is it that hard to take out
replace our personal communiiPod by releasing newer models
those little, white ear buds and
cation with others around us.
that are faster and have even
actually talk to someone? It
If we do, we may start thinkmore capabilities.
must be harder that it would
ing like a classmate of mine
The newest iPods on the
appear, because I don't know
who was overheard saying,
market are the Nano and the
how many times I've seen
"Socialization is so pre-9/11."
video iPod. Now, not only can
people talking to others with
There's nothing wrong with
people download endless hours
one earphone in. This is often
owning an iPod. We just need
of their favorite songs onto iheir typical of people who are orderto make sure that we don't get
iPods, but they can also downing fast food, and it's actually
caught up in the iPod epidemic.
load their favorite television
quite rude.
shows too.
Can't you take about 30
Send comments lo Taylor at
But the iPod is just one of
seconds lo give the fast food
tdcopel@bgsu.edu
many electronic devices that
employee your full attention

TAYLOR
COPELAND
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"I hate you."

STEVE MILLER
JUNIOR, ECT

"Did you forget to
take your Midol
today?"

GIN0 GEORGETTI
SOPHOMORE, ACTUARIAL

SCIENCE
"Go back to your
home on Whore
Island."

larations about me that have
recendy begun to appear on
the Internet and in e-mails as
'Chuck Norris facts.'... and I neiHumor Columnist
ther take offense nor take these
things too seriously."
To the un-Norrisified student,
Those students trying to hide
diis may appear as though the
secret information beware:
Chuckster is simply brushing off
Chuck Norris knows all!
the joke — but those of us loyal
Through an act of God, Chuck
to the Chuck Norris way of life
Norris has been able to mainknow better. Chuck does not
tain cultural importance and
popularity throughout his career. simply let things slide. As one
Chuck Norris fact states, "They
Recently his popularity has
soared, especially among college once made a Chuck Norris toilet
paper, but it wouldn't take shit
students, and as an avid Chuck
from anybody."
Norris fan, I thank God every
This sets the stage for the
night for Chuck Norris' existence.
greatest event in modem hisThis recent rise in popularity
can be attributed to many things. tory, The Chuck Norris War, or
"Operation Roundhouse Kick to
The usage of the "Walker, Texas
the Face in Slow Motion" as it is
Ranger Lever" by late night talk
known underground. It will be
show host Conan O'Brien is one
filmed and released in theaters
example. When released, this
lever would cause clips of Walker following the obvious triumph of
the greatest kung-fu/Wild West/
to be shown at inappropriate
action star ever to grace the face
moments on Conan.
of the Earth.
But probably the most influThe operation, which is
ential reason for Charles' recent
already underway, will involve
popularity surge is the "Top
Norris hunting down all those
Thirty Facts" Web site. This Web
who have knowledge of his past
site has the top 30 rated "facts"
on Chuck Norris' life. For stuand those with contacts with
dents unaware of this historically the NSA and their wire-tapping
important site, please check out
program.
the following, http://www.4q.
You don't have to be a genius
cc/chuck/index.
to predict the obvious
php?topthirry.
Norris victory, which
Some of these
will culminate in Chuck
facts include: "The
taking on die NSA singlechief export of Chuck
handedly until he reaches
Norris is pain." Or,
the mastermind behind
"Chuck Norris is not
the plot to destroy Norris,
hung like a horse...
President George W.
CHUCKNORRIS Bush. Of course, they are
horses are hung like
ACTOR
Chuck Norris."
both "Texans", but Bush
Some non-believwas actually bom up in
ers might call these tidbits of
northeast America alongside
information cheap comedic
despicable people like liberals
musings. But. in fact, this inforand Democrats. And Norris only
mation was obtained by the
played a Texan on TV (Well I
Bush administration through
guess Bush only plays one on TV
top secret wiretaps. These very
as well, though he's spent a lot of
same wiretaps are being scrutiwork on his accent.)
nized for possibly being slightly
Students might be wondering
unconstitutional. However, if the
if Norris is out wreaking havoc,
Bush Administration is anything
how is it that this loyal investigalike me, they don't care about
tive reporter has been able lo
what's actually "legal" or possibly escape unharmed? The truth
being a violation of so called
of the matter is that I am in U.S.
"civil liberties."
protective custody and spendCats like me and Bush? All we
ing my days lounging around
care about is getting our daily
the same secret sites that Vice
dose of Chuck Norris facts at
President Dick Cheney uses.
whatever cost necessary, but
In fact I have run into the
now Chuck Norris has learned
vice-president several times, and
about the intrusion into his
despite the paralysis of the right
personal affairs and is out taking
side of his face and constant
names and kicking bun!
threats of hooking my nipples up
. Luckily, on Mr. Norris' perto a car battery, he can actually
sonal Web site (chucknorris.
be quite a pleasant roommate
com), he has at least given us
and an accomplished backgamfair warning. In an obvious front
mon and pocket pool player.
used to hide his real motives,
his message on said site reads,
Send comments to George at
"I'm aware of the made up decvalko@bgsu.edu

GEORGE
VALKO
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
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Sharpton sullies King's legacy
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Objective learning in jeopardy

is still a very relevant issue in
fit to provide a bitter and mistoday's social fabric much as
leading commentary about the
it was 40 years ago. So when
leader of the free worid.
Al Sharpton spouts falsehoods,
Sadder is that he did it for
Opinion Columnist political purposes.
uses racist language, but then
«
himself turns around and plays
This should come as no surA I Sharplon used to be
prise to those who truly know
the race card for political gain,
someone I truly respected. him. liver since his status with- he helps to destroy everything
The current civil rights
the good Dr. King stood for.
in the Democratic Party was
leader was once a mail of
elevated, Sharpton has been
Sharpton would rather not
conviction whose unflappable
one of the poster boys of smear remember when Dr. King
charisma and poetic rendiargued: "lei us not seek to
tactics in the name of politics.
tions commanded the utmost
Leaders of the party love having satisfy our thirst for freedom
respect. An ardent advocate
by drinking from the cup of
him around because nowaof civil rights in every sense, he
days, it seems like anytime they bitterness and hatred. We
avoided political gain so that
disagree with the policy of the
must forever conduct our
he could help forward the proRepublicans, the good reverend struggle on the high plane of
liferation of peace and equality
dignity and discipline." I think
is there to remind us that men
for all people regardless of color. like Bush arc "white interlopers" Al remembers those words, he
Al Sharpton could accurately
and "dream-busters."
just chooses to ignore then
delineate his cause in its simbecause he has become a hateBut Rev. Sharpton knows
plest components and take
ful political ideologue.
better. The reverend can spot
appropriate action when neces- true "Dr. King dream-bustJeff lacoby, conservative
writer for the Boston Globe,
sary. He was a man of decisive- ers" because he has supported
said it best: "If Sharpton were
ness and an emboldened leader. them! He has stood by Khalid
That was then.
a white skinhead, he would
Muhammad whose favorite
pastime is bashToday the Al Sharpton of
be a political leper,
spurned everywhere
ing lews, gays and
"equal rights and fairness" has
been replaced with a bitter hate Catholics. Not only did
but the fringe. But
Sharpton break bread
monger who spews false politifar from being
spumed, he is shown
with this nut, he actucal rhetoric and uses the race
much deference.
ally
called
Muhammad
card for political gain.
Democrats embrace
"an articulate and couIn a recent Martin Luther
King )r. speech to the Young
him. Politicians court
rageous brother,"
let's
not
forget
about
Democrats of Dartmouth
him. And |ournalists
AL
SHARPTON
report on his comthe famous I'reddy's
College, the Rev. Al Sharpton
POLITICIAN
ings and goings while
Fashion Mart incident
said that President Bush is
politely sidestepping
either. In 1995, Al
"probably the most renowned
his career as a halemongcring
Sharpton stood outside die
Dr. King dream-buster that
racial hustler."
fashion mart, decrying that
we've seen in the last 20 years."
So, fellow students, in light
the Jewish shopkeeper was a
Sharpton vehemently decried
"white interloper." The effect of of Martin Uidier King Day.
that the president "has stood
remember that there is a clear
these words propagated a riot,
against everything Dr. King
resulting in die burning down
distinction between the pasrepresented."
sions of Dr. King, which were
of the store and several people
With just a few words, Rev.
used to gain equality, and those
being killed.
Sharpton put the president in
of Rev. Al Sharpton, which are
Of course, this occasion
the company of some of the
used for his own gain. Perhaps
isn't the only time Sharpton
biggest bigots and haters of the
one day Rev. Sharpton will
has been heard voicing such
last 20 years!
wake up, stop playing politics,
hateful words. It is alleged that
Sharpton's statement, as
and once more follow in the
throughout his career he has
usual, is meaningless tripe and
footsteps of the great Dr. King.
called whites "crackers" and
is so absurd dial even he has
So should all Americans. If
lews "diamond merchants,"
to have a hard time believing
we don't, and if we shrink to
"white interiopers," and "bloodit. The reverend makes Bush
sucking lews"... but all in the
accepting everything we hear
sound like a man who hates
name of racial equality, I'm sure. as gospel without question and
black people so much that he
put politics licforc principle, we
Rev. Sharpton is the quinteswould gladly turn back the
will be no better then men like
sential hypocrite. If he wants
clock on civil rights if he had
to preach about racial injustice, Al Sharpton. I don't think that is
the chance. I find it sad that
what any of us want.
then he should look in the mirinstead of focusing on paying
homage to Dr. King, who would ror. If Dr. King were alive today,
Satd comments n Daniel al
he would probably weep at this
never have given such a hatedlipian&'lygsu.etlu
filled speech, Rev. Sharpton saw sad state of affairs. Civil rights

live college snident loves more
dian watching a liberal scurry
away with their tail between
their legs after finding out
their debating skills are lac king
Guest Columnist
because they are not used lo
anyone disagreeing widi them.
t may just be my liad luck.
but it seems like every
The University has regulations lo combat this activsemester I am stuck with die
ity, though much of it is
ranting and raving professor
being ignored. In the Ldiical
that uses the classroom as his
or her opportunity to preach an Responsibilities I landbook (the
ideology or bash politicians on a handbooks given to teachers lo
set forth the rules for teaching
soapbox, or in the case of those
with tenure, from an ivory tower. at the University) states that it
is the professor's tesponsihilitv
It is no surprise that on a college campus, where liberal ideas to "assure the student's freedom
are prevalent and often fostered, to learn through maintaining
an atmosphere conducive lo
il is President Bush and other
free inquiry" while avoiding the
conservatives that receive such
"persistent Intrusion of material
brash commentary.
irrelevant to the established
This abuse of power is limitcourse definition." This policy is
ing the ability of students (liberals included) to learn objectively. often grossly ignored.
Academic Freedom and The
Often this banter occurs in
Academic Bill of Rights, temis
classes that have a
coined by author
IKilitical aspect but
lately, much of it has
and students'
"... there is
rights advocate
occurred In those
nothing
a
David Horowitz,
with little relevance
to politics. 21stcenconservative have become hot
tin > politics have
topics on college
college
little or no relation to
campuses.
Academic
classes such as Basic student loves
Calculus, Roman
Freedom b the promore
than
Revolution, and
tection of the "Intelwatching
Modern Astronomy.
lectual indepenI am not arguing
dence of professors,
a
liberal
that liberal views
researchers, and
scurry..."
students in die purshould not he
suit ol knowledge
expressed, in fact,
and the expression
I am arguing that
ol ideas from interference In
pii ilessors (and the University
as ,i whole) should foster an
legislators or authorities within
education system that teaches
the institution Itself."
I herefore. the Academic Bill
as main views as possible.
of Rights protects professors
(111 wait, isn't that what the
from being "hired or fired based
University's "core values" are
meant for?
on ideology or political stance."
More Importantly, ii protei is
I or example, if I am expected
lo lead What 1 have deemed
students from The Imposition
of any orthodoxy of political,
as the Bible of the liberal colreligious or ideological nature"
lege campus: 1 toward Zinti's "A
People's I listory of the United
not related to the subject Ohio
states," I expect to read Paul
is one of the few states to take a
Johnsons "A I listory of the
stance on this issue.
The Inter-University Council
American People."
of Ohio, headed by Univ ei siiv
If a professor wants to lake
pan in expressing an off-topic
President Sidney Ribeau, passed
opinion, he should allow for a
a resolution, based on the
1 lorowitz model, insuring the
section ol ihe class lo lie used
rights ol students to learn in an
for uninhibited debate. Believe
me, there is nothing a conserv a- environment fax' from imiMIKE
W0ODALL

DANIEL
LIPIAN

I

evant political and ideological
band standing.
This action was taken in
response lo t )hio Senate Bill
24 that would have made tiiis
mandatory by stale law. I lad
ciinc essions not been made by
the IUC, Ohio may have been
ihe liisi stale to implement such
a law.
Nevertheless, the (Graduate
Student Senate believed Bill 24
would "stifle trie exploration of
opjHising viewpoints and discourse on controversial subjects"
and sent a resolution lo die
Senate against this hill.
It isn't surprising that the GSS.
run In lilicrals. made such a
decision. It also is not surprising
thai they were dead wrong.
I suppose il is belter than
the stance taken by our own
Undergraduate Student
Government who has chosen lo completely ignore the
issue. It isn't a surprise 'hat
USG would ignore issues dial
Involve students' rights at the
University, Any decision made
Ifol or against) could have set
,i precedent
Way to drop the ball. IISG.
Allowing students to receive
an objective education while
inn limne,,in atmosphere of
equal and nun-discriminatory
debate will stimulate one's First
Amendment rights, Liberals prevail because they gei the op|x>rtunity to learn something new.
It will also allow all students
lo be graded fairly and solely
on the quality of their writing
and the proof of their assumptions, not on their views. This
will permit students to make
objective opinions, not obey the
agendas ol professors, allowing
the teaching system lo work.
Students will also be given a
grievance polio in which they
can tile complaints against professors refusing to follow these
agreements. It is important to
receive a diverse education and
it is the responsibility of die
University, its professors, use;.
other governing bodies, and the
representatives of die school to
foster our right to do so.
Smdcomments to Mike at
nmvodaR" lifpu.itlu

Extreme fascination with the lives of celebrities drains national IQ
DJ.
JOHNSON
Asst. Opinion Editor
MNM (whose members are
loey Mercury and Johnny
Nitro) are currently the World
Wresding Entertainment Tag
Team Champions They've been
champions three times, and
their popularity is soaring. It's
possible that by the time lliey
inevitably breakup, MNM will be
the most popular WWE tag team
of the decade.
It's MNM's gimmick that
makes them popular. With the
aid of their gorgeous manager

Melina, Mercury and Nitro are
supposed to be the "it" men of
I lollyvvood whose social lives
are comprised of daily A-list
parties. During their WWE interview segments, they frequendy
name drop different celebrities,
making the audience believe
that MNM are the country's
greatest socialites.
Whereas MNM's gimmick is
more of an exaggeration, there
is much to be said about our
society's infatuation witii the
personal lives of celebrities. For
some reason, the careers of
actors, singers and other famous
people are overshadowed by
what they do off die clock rather
than onstage.

If a doctor were to find a cure
for AIDS, it seems like his airtime
would be cut short by the incoherent Scientology ramblings
of Tom Cruise. No longer are
we concerned witii tilings that
can make our lives (and our
world) better; now, we concern
ourselves with superficial drama,
and irrelevant nonsense.
Sadly, celebrities have become
more important than the roles
they play. Ask anyone who the
main character of "A Beautiful
Mind was," and I'd bet you
everything in my pocket ihat
the answer you'd hear would be
Russell Crowe, not economist
John Nash. The biggest focus of
the match-up between ihe Los

Angeles Lakers and die Miami
I leal was the rivalry between
Shaquille O'Neal and Kobe
Bryant, not how a win or a loss
would have positioned them in
their respective divisions. And
the fact thai Whitney I louston
and Bobby Brown remain in
the news without having had a
song on the radio in years is the
perfect example of how we, as
a society, arc watching our lives
go by without anything really
happening.
Why should we care? Are we
so losi in the search for meaning in our lives dial die lives
of media celebrities are more
interesting than our own? Are we
so bored with the monotony of

S/GtV A/otv
AA/O Rece/i/e

our daily routines thai Brad Pin's
affair is the most exciting thing
we have to talk about?
There is nothing thai you can
do with your time that would he
worse dian listening to the gossip of I lollyvvood.
Let's start bovcotting venues
like MTV. Specifically. MTV
hasn't produced anything of
quality in about decade and
has become nothing more than
a Nickelodeon for teenagers.
If MTV F.!, tabloids and other
sources of worthless popular
culture start losing their audience, hopefully, our focus as a
country will be on more worthwhile issues ;uid the national IQ
will go rise once again.

Maybe the funniest aspect
of MNM is that the wresding
move they use lo completely
Incapacitate their opponents is
called the Snapshot, which is
a perfect representation of our
society s infatuation with flashing cameras, autographs and
superslardom. Bui jusl like eveij
victim of die Snapshot, the fame
and fortune Ol each celebrity will
eventually fade away And once
they do, you can look back and
see how much of you've spent
i ihsessing about a cute actor or
singer, knowing that you'll never
be able to get that time back.
Sand comments to DJ. at
davidjQbguutUi
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$
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Free high speed internet
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SAVING A LIFE

Students start to take precaution
MUGGING. FROM PAGE 1

IrnniBoebel R',Y,s.

DOING HER PART Folasade Oladokun, freshman in the polilcal
science program, donated blood during the blood drive.

A third mugging in
Howling Green was also
reported in early January,
but further details could not
be obtained.
Despite similarities in the
descriptions and the closeness in occurrence, Bowling
Gteeil police arc investigating the crimes separately.
But city residents and
University students aren't the
only ones dealing with crime.
Students
at
Miami
University faced four off-campus incidents in the past week
— the rape and robbery of a
student Ian. 9, an armed breakin Ian. 11, the abduction, robbery and beating of a student
walking home by himself Jan.
13 and an attempted break-in
Monday.
Capt. lason Willis, a Miami
University police officer said
he and his fellow officers have
tried to increase their visibility to help students feel safer
despite a greater awareness of
the potential for crime.
"They're a lot more conscious of things" he said.
Kristyn Child*, a junior at
Miami University who lives

"On Saturday, my friends saw a freshman
girl walking by herself at 2 a.m., noticed
that she had been drinking, offered to
take her home and then called one of her
friends to come pick her up."
KRISTYN CHILDS, MIAMI (OH) STUDENT
just five minutes from where
two of the incidents occurred,
said this new awareness
inspired her to take more precautions.
When her roommates left
this past weekend, she stayed
over a friend's house to avoid
being alone,
Childs and her friends are
also watching out for other
students.
"On Saturday, my friends
saw a freshman girl walking
by herself at 2 a.m., noticed
that she had been drinking,
offered to take her home and
then called one of her friends
to come pick her up," she said.
Sgt. Tim lames, who has
been a IKiSU police officer for
almost 20 years, said steps like
these may seem simple, but
that they can make a difference.
"If you don't take necessary

precautions, you're asking for
trouble," he said.
Sgt. James said students
should never walk alone, especially when intoxicated and
should hold purses or belongings In front of the body to
prevent theft.
lie
also
said students Delve into the
should always mind of a stalker,
keep
their read about the
apartment or B row n B ag
Lunch. PAGE 3
dorm room
doors locked.
Students
who feel threatened by
unknown intruders or threatening visitors at their door
are encouraged to contact the
police.
"Call 911 if you don't recognize someone they'll send an
officer. Officers will be there to
help right away," James said.

First ancient wood sample to be tested for DNA
WOOD. FROM PAGE 2
lurkey, asking for a simple of the
wood from the tomb,
Rogers explained that alter cutting ihniugli wood i" lind fresh
material, he could extract and
blow up the DNA. Human, mice
,IIHI fungal contaminations had to
be removed from the wood.
I rnaO) in this past summer, 46
sequences were extracted from
the WOOd lun of ibese strands
were conifers, which is the closest
relative ol the I ebanoncedai
[he cedar in Turkey today is 200
kilometers to the north and south
ol the tomb, Researchers do not
know if die WIKKI was brought
from somewhere efae or if it was
grown near the tomb,

"We may find a tie between
Rogers continued saying that
die ancient and historical trees
and a recent cedar sample. The diis research is interesting.
"No one has done this. This is the
Ircseairhl can determine when
first ancient wood |to be
the wood came from in
testedl/'hesakl
the tomb," Kaya said
The research first
With this research.
came about when Kaya
more variations can be
made a pmposal to the
made to forests.
1 uibright Program to
"We can improve the
receive an educational
forest and make it more
grant to do DNA research
genetically
diverse,"
in die United States. I le
Rogers said.
Iliis DNA research can SCOn ROGERS received this fellowship
PROFESSOR
and came to die State
also show what the trees
University of New York's
looked like al the time of
King Midas.
College of Environment
"I don't know how far to take Science and Forestry where he
it [the research]," Rogers said. "It worked with Rogers in 2000.
Kara invited Rogers to lecture
took all of six months to get the
sequences. I wonder if it is worth at MKflJ where lie spoke about

die UNA research he is doing with
ice. "Rogers brought lots of past
experience and stimulated interesl." Kara said.
Rogers made improvements for
testing DNA when he was a graduate student. The methods that lie
developed an? used today. Now
wry small amounts of plant tissue and ancient organisms can be
tested, when previously large, fresh
samples were needed. The biological molecules that arc needed for
testing are still in dead plants.
"DNA is not so fragile," Rogers
said. "It is pretty resilient."
Rogers is currently completing
an article about his and Kaya's
findings. They plan to continue
testing DNA. searching for a bener
link to current lebanon cedar.

Photo Provided
VIEW INSIDE: The inner tomb of
King Midas was lined with timber
from an unknown area.

Dean's arrival
is an insult to
state senator
DEMOCRATS, FROM PAGE 2
elect a president just twice in
more than 100 years.
Rep. Ted Strickland, an eastem Ohio Democrat running
for governor, describes "a state
that has lost its way" in campaign materials.
Sen.
Marc Dann, a
Democratic candidate for
anomey general, referred to
a "culture of corruption" yesterday as he said, "People are
really going to be ready for
office holders in 2006 that arc
willing to stand up to that historic way of doing business."
Dean's appearance didn't
resonate with all Democrats.
State Sen. Eric Fingerhut of
Cleveland, also running for
governor, said he was insulted
by a Washington politician
coming to Ohio to talk about
corruption.
"People know what's happening in the Statehouse.
Iliey don't need I loward Dean
to come and tell them that,"
Fingerhut said.
Republicans dismissed the
event as a publicity stunt and
said GOP leaders have moved
quickly to address problems.
"The people of Ohio and
all Americans would be better served if Howard Dean
and the Democrat Party
focused less on partisan
grandstanding and more on
working with Republicans
to change how business is
done in Washington," said
)o Ann Davidson, co-chair
of the Republican National
Committee.
I lowever, Ohio House
Speaker Ion Husted said yesterday that lawmakers plan
to introduce a bill soon that
would respond to issues raised
by the state's corruption scandal.
Husted disclosed the proposed legislation while giving
no details.
"You have some people that
probably do the right thing
and err on the side of caution,
and some people don't," said
Husted.

Management Inc.
www, meccabq.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.

LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353.5800
inro@meccabg com

All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com

I

College Bowl
Monday, January 30th
If you're quick on the buzzer and have a head for facts, we
need YOU for the College Bowl. Participate as an individual
or on a team. So if you make the grade, sign up today!

Sign Up at the Bowen-Thompson Student
Union Info. Center. Registration going on
NOW!
»
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HIGH WINDS IN NORTHEAST CAUSES DEATHS
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (AP) — High winds knocked out
power to hundreds of thousands of customers in the
Northeast yesterday. More than 440,000 homes and
businesses lost power, and several airports reported
delays of two hours or more. The wind was blamed for
at least two deaths when trees fell on cars.
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Money schemers get prison

Major AIDS therapy at
halt as patients worsen

Couple sentenced after putting finger in Wendy's chili

International study
stopped as poor
results are revealed

By Kim Curtis
IHC HSS0CI1HD PRESS

SAN JOSE. Calif. — A couple
who planted a severed finger
in a bowl of Wendy's chili in a
scheme to extort money from
the fast-food chain were sentenced yesterday to at least nine
years in prison.
Anna Ayala, 40, who said
she hit into the digit, was sentenced to nine years. Her hushand, laime Plascencia, 44, who
obtained the finger from a coworker who lost it in a workplace
accident, was sentenced to more
than 12 years.
"Greed
and avarice
overtook
this couple,"
said Superior
Court judge
Edward
Davila, adding that the
ANNA AYALA
pair had "lost
FELON
their moral
compass."
The two pleaded guilty in
September to conspiracy to
file a false insurance claim and
attempted grand theft with damages exceeding S2.5 million.
Although authorities suspected a hoax — in part because
the finger was not cooked —
word of the stomach-turning
find quickly spread around the
world. The Dublin, Ohio-based
fast food chain claimed it lost
$2.5 million in sales because of
the bad publicity, and dozens
of workers at the company's
Northern California franchises
were laid off.
Denny Lynch, Wendy's senior
vice president, asked the judge
to send a message that "consumer fraud is a serious crime
that demands a severe penalty.''
In a tearful plea for leniency, Ayala apologized to the
courtroom gallery and said the
scheme was "a moment of poor
judgment."
Earlier, she watched news
footage of herself describing
how she sat down March 22
with her family at the Wendy's
in San lose, put crackers in her
chili and started eating until she
chewed on something "kind
of hard, crunchy." She said she
spit it out and realized it was a
human finger.
"There's no words to describe

By Lauran Neergaard
IHi ASSOCHIiO PRISS

PaulSakuma APPtioto

PAYING THE PRICE: Anna Ayala's sister, Mary, left, and Anna Ayala's daughter. Genesis Reyes, right, leave
a Santa Clara County Superior Court in a San Jose. Calif, after Ayala and her husband were sentenced.
what I felt. It's sick, it's disgusting," she said in a clip played
before sentencing. "lust knowing there was a human remain
in my mouth is tearing me
apart inside."
Other interviews showed
an increasingly agitated Ayala
denying to reporters she put die
finger in the chili. "Where would
1 get a damn finger?'' she asked
on camera
Forensic tests later showed
Ayala never chomped down on
the finger.
The sentencing followed a 90mii nitt- hearing in which several
Wendy's employees testified,
including the man who made
the chili and the cashier who
helped Ayala on the day she
made die claim.
"I felt so bad for the fear of
what people would think of me,"
said Hector Pineda, who made
the chili and initially came under

suspicion. "We arc the ones that
have suffered."
Cashier lose Pacheco said he
bore the brunt of Ayala's tirade
after complained about the chili.
"She asked me who I killed to get
the finger," Pacheco said.
No Wendy's employee was
missing a digit at the San lose
restaurant, and no chili suppliers reported finger injuries at
dieir plants
The couple must pay about
S170.000 in restitution for work-

ers' lost wages. A judge also
ordered them to pay nearly S21.8
million to Wendy's International
and IEM Management, which
owns the restaurant. Both corporations agreed not IO collect
from die couple, provided they
never benefit from the ruse.
In April. Ayala was arrested at
her suburban Las Vegas home.
Investigators found a pattern of
legal claims she brought against
businesses in her name or for
hci children.

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
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Now Ranting for

HIT STOP TIRE SERVICE. BUAHAMTEEIL
y \\ c honor ALL competitor coupons

TIRE SAVINGSH

BRAKES

H

MECHANICAL fl

0IL CHANGE

■■!

I OFF

ANY Mechanical Repair ■ "*

! On ANY 4 tires
. ^ » — —

Inclutfvs

fREE
I Vs»\.JVjWVlW
l/iwl Alignment

ON ANY
Brake Service

mmmurti SERVICE CENTERS C
ttt lanrth Main StrMt • Across from ALD1 FoosH

614 Fourth - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

ALIGNMENT

with Tire Rotation*

iE
Management Inc.
HUlsdaleApU.
l082Fairvi*w Ave
1 & 2 bdrtm / 3 bdrm TV nh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/W.ishiTDrwis in
2/3 bdrm./Internet special.
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

FREE Alignment Check j
wjoi^ncrtcwivmiwuuoi

|TC snan DaKM«MIU MHUM/MV*

140 1/2Manvllle-2BR Limit 2 people .
Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $560.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007.

off them."

Coll 353.5800
Visit Onlin*
www.mtdabg.com
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HOUSES AVAILABLE

WASHINGTON — A major Internationa] study of a drug-conserving AIDS therapy has been halted
because patients trying the onagain, off-again strategy got sicker
than diose who never took a break
from die high-powered dnigs. I IS.
researchers announced yesterday.
The study had enrolled more
than 5.000 HIV patients in 33
countries before it was abruptly stopped by the National
Institutes of Health after a routine safety analysis.
Researchers concluded that
diose who took their medicine
only when their immune systems
waned were more than twice as
likely to get sicker or die as people
who took the dnigs every day.
The finding is a blow to AIDS
advocates who had hoped that
drug-COnserving therapy would
reduce side effects — and saw
money on the expensive medications, particularly in the worid's
poorest countries, when' AIDS
is skyrocketing.
"All around, it's disappointing
news," said lose /uniga, president
of the International Association of
Physicians in AIDS Care.
He cautioned that the idea of
drug-conserving Uiera|i\shouldn't
be shelved pemiancntly It might
work one day, when there are
newer, even more potent anti-l [IV
medicines to choose from.
"It should signal us to invest
even more in developing the m \i
generation of anti-retroviral drugs
dial may make this a possibility,"
/uniga said.
(xmibinations of potent,it it i
HIV drugs help patients live
longer, and slow their progression from HIV infection to fullblown AIDS. Hut the combinations can cause serious side
effects; it's inconvenient to take

numerous pills a day. and the
drugs an- expensive.
Whiletreatmentguidclinesliack
continuous therapy, earlier small
studies had suggested it might lie
possible to take medication bleaks
and still control die vims while
reducing side effects and cutting
costs So the Nil I funded a bigger
study - one of die largest evei
done widi 11IV therapies — to see
if those carry results were real.
(ailed the SMART trial, for
Strategies for Management ol
Ami Itctroviral Therapy, volunteers were randomly assigned
to lake their medicine continuously or only when key Immune
cells called CD-Is drop|ied to a
certain level.
Not only did that strategy not
control the IIIV vims, but there
actually was an Increase in side
effects affecting the heart, kidney
and liver in patients taking die
dnigs only episixlically. Mil said.
The side-effect increase was
counterintuitive, and researchers so far can't explain it, said
Dr. Sandra Lehman of Mil's
AIDS division.
Mil officials last week notified doctors participating in the
study to begin contacting their
patients about the results, and to
recommend full-time dosing for
everyone who had taken intermittent therapy.
I or such a large international
study to so quickly find an answer
is important, Ix'hrman stressed.
This large international study
showed die licnefit of die viral suppression strategy-." she said. The
main message lor HIV patients is
if you're taking the dnig UK klails.
"it does not appear pmdent to get

JIwlwo«««!J<v(Mm«»-i'l»iM*o

ENTS
JULTY
JeSAVE
AN EXTRA 10%
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INCLUDES

Chassis Lube
AND

FREE
Fluid 'Top-off•'
MHW Ch»«f M

Management ln<.
Hcin/siU'

7io N, Enterprise

l & 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwasher/GarbageDisposal
A.C/washer, Dryer In 2 barms.
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

Find More Coupons S> thetlreman.com

Management Inc.
41U 405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Txwih
I bath/ close to downtown

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4,2007

BCCA

714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007

ManagenM m Inc

215 K. Hoc
Kit'. I bdrm / 2 bdrnis
Starting at $255/mo
Laundry on site
s
I minute walk to campus
Rest Bui Route

232 Lehman - 3BR 1 1/2 duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $620.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007

^CJE^CA

327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

Management Inc.
I re> Auhrt')

H42/8-I6/K50 Seventh Si.
432 S. College. #A and #B - Duplex Limit 5 people total. Unit #A - $690.00 per month plus utilities.
Unit #B - $480.00 per month plus utilities. Garage
is shared between the units. Lease August 17,
2006 to August 4, 2007.

Sign your lease for the 2006-2007 Year!
Stop by anytime to see a model apartment!
No appointment necessary!

WAm

4anaRcrticnt Itlc.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30

Two stor) duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/dishwasher/
garbage disposal Atr condition/
Laundry on she

HEAT & CABLE INCLUDED!
1520 Clough St. • 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at www.universityapartments.us
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Recipient back on the wagon
tors' decision to try the operation
and that they Imped to offer such
transplants to more patients.
The 38-year-old Frenchwoman
received a new nose, chin and
By Marilynn Marchione
lips from a brain-dead donor
1H( USSOCIMEO PRESS
after being mauled by her dog
TUCSON. Ariz. — The world's last spring. I Tie woman has been
first face transplant recipient is identified only as Isalx'lle because
using her new lips to lake up of French privacy laws.
The woman suffered a tissue
smoking again, which doctors
fear could interfere with her nice tion episode last month but
healing and raise the risk of tis- is now doing well, her doctors
sue rejection.
said. I lowever. they
said she has resumed
"It is a problem,'' Dr.
smoking.
which
lean-Michel Dubernard,
who led the team that
besides being bad in
general for health is
performed the pioneering transplant in France
especially a problem
on Nov. 27. acknowledged
after surgery because it
Impairs circulation to
yesterday.
tissues and could raise
The woman's French
die
risk of rejection.
surgeons made their first
DUBERNARD
Some
doctors
scientific presentation on
SURGEON
the partial face transplant
have questioned the
at a medical conference
woman's
psychohere this week.
logical fitness for the operation
The news about her smoking because of reports that she had
came even as American surgeons taken sleeping pills in a possaid that they wen* growing more sible suicide attempt when (he
comfortable with the I renrh dot•- dog attack occurred — an alle-

French face transplant
survivor returns back
to old smoking habit

gation Dubernard repeatedly
has denied.
He said she received extensive
psychiatric evaluation and counseling Wore the operation.
Some American doctors at the
conference said it is time to stop
debating whether the French
operation was ethical or wise and
focus now on making such transplants as safe and widely available as possible.
"Face transplants can be done
and should be done," said Dr.
Warren llreidenbach, the surgeon
wlio did the first hand transplant
in the United States, at Jewish
Hospital in Louisville, in 1999.
Another Iouisville transplant
expert, Dr. Suzanne lldstad. said:
"A number of us here are interested in making this a widespread
procedure available to the public.
It's the future, and could benefit
millions of people."
Doctors have been encouraged
that success rates were roughly
90 percent among the 24 hand
transplants performed to date,
but a Chinese surgeon surprised
the conference by reporting

that up to half of the nine or so
patients in his country have since
rejected the new organs because
they couldn't afford immunesuppressing dmgs.
One patient even asked to
have the new hand amputated
after the one-year period during which the hospital provided
free medication ended, said Dr.
(iuoxian Pei, chief of orthopedics at Nanfang Hospital at
Southern Medical University in
Guangzhou, China.
Dr. Frederic Schuind, a surgeon
at Erasme Hospital in Brussels,
Belgium, revealed that a hand
transplant recipient in his country had made "a mild suicide
attempt.'' The patient had been
deemed psychologically stable
enough to undergo the operation
even though he had attempted
suicide as a teenager.
The incidents prompted several surgeons to say that no such
transplantsshouldbedonc unless
surgeons first make sure patients
are psychologically healthy and
prepared to take anti-rejection
drugs for the rest of their lives.

Power outage halts
NASA launch to Pluto
By Mike Schneider
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — For
the second day in a row yesterday, NASA scrubbed the launch
of an unmanned spacecraft
on a nine-year voyage to Pluto
— this time, because a stonn
in Maryland knocked out the
power at a laboratory that will
operate the probe.
NASA officials planned to
make a third attempt to launch
the New Horizons probe today
after electricity was restored to
the lab.
1 ligh winds at the launch pad
kept the spacecraft from lifting
off Tuesday, the first day the
launch window opened.
Scientists have been working
17 years on the mission, and
they were tinfazed by the backto-back postponements.
"IWo or three days doesn't
mean a hill of beans," said Alan
Stem, principal investigator for
the mission.
A storm in l.aurcl. Md„

knocked out power early yesterday at the John Hopkins
University Applied Physics
I iilxiratory.
"The air conditioning was off.
The flight controllers were sitting there wiping sweat." Stem
said. "If they were dealing with
any spacecraft issues, which
First day out of the box a lot of
spacecraft have, you can't concentrate like that."
The space agency has until
mid-February to send the
spacecraft on its way, but a
launch in lanuary would allow
the spacecraft to use Jupiter's
gravity to shave five years off the
3-billion-mile trip, allowing it to
arrive as early as My 2015.
The spacecraft is about the
Size and shape of a concert
piano. It will study Pluto as well
as the frozen, sunless reaches of
the solar system known as the
Kuiper Beit. Scientists believe
that studying the region's icy,
rocky objects can shed light on
how the planets formed.

RCNTMG fOR fAU 2006
3 BEDROOMS • 3 PEOPLE

$250/M0.

Per
Person

AMENITIES INCLUDE:
Fully Furnished
Dishwasher/Microwave
Air Conditioned
Gas Log Fireplaces
Lots of Parking
On Site Laundry
FREE WIRELESS!
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

>ACIOUS BEDROOMS
FREE HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
"TRUE SEPARATION" SOUNDPROOFING

J***%.
»- J»v-

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-lpm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.greenbriatrentaU.com

A CLUBHOUSE
FULL SIZE PRIVATE BATHROOMS
FULL-SIZE DISHWASHER, WASHER AND DRYER
BUILT IN MICROWAVE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
BREAKFAST BAR

creeps

We really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we can improve
your college experience.
Sign a lease
by Saturday
and receive a
signing bonus.
Call for details

BE ONE OF THE LUCKY
Sign a lease before we're full! We turned away
hundreds of students last year!
Now Leasing for May '06
2057 Napoleon Rd • 419.353.3300
wiririfV.copperbeechtownhomes.com
!
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Four al-Qaida may
be among 22 dead
Master explosive
maker among killed
by missile strike
By Riar Khan
IH[ ASS0CIATE0 PRESS
v

SOURCE OF DANGER: A Chinese man and woman tend chickens outside of their pen near Nanshan Ski Resort on the outskirts of Beijing Monday. The
World Bank has said that up to US$1.5 billion (euro 1.4 billion) is needed over the next three years to fight bird flu and prepare for a pandemic.

Flu battle nets $1.9 billion
As the two-day donors conference wrapped up in Beijing, participants were again reminded
of the risk as China reported its
sixth human death.
"Nobody's wishing for more
tragedies or more crises, but if
the world, has a better ability to
respond to those, 1 think that's
a good thing." said lim Adams,
head oftheWorld Kanks bird flu
task force, who said the SI.9 billion in pledges over three years
was a proactive step for the international aid community, which
often responds to major disastei s
after they happen.
The World Bank had estimated
S1.2 billion to SI 5 billion would
be needed to prepare for a poten-

Donations to research
against H5N1 include
American $334 million
By Margie Mason
THE ASSOCIATED CHESS

BEIJING—Afterayearof unprecedented appeals for money lo
cope with the Asian tsunami
and the South Asia earthquake,
the world dug deeper yesterday,
pledging SI.9 billion to fight bird
flu and prepare for a potential
pandemic.
The United States alone came
up with S334 million that will
largely be used to help poor
countries in Southeast Asia,
such as Vietnam and Indonesia,
where the II5N1 bird flu virus
is endemic. The European
Union pledged another $261
million, responding with a
renewed sense of urgency
after the disease killed four
children in Turkey.

tial global pandemic and to light
bird flu, which has killed or forced
the slaughter of an estimated 140
million domestic birds since it
began ravaging poultry stocks
across Asia in late 2003. The virus
has also jumped from poultry to
people, killing at least 79 people
in east Asia and Turkey.
Experts worn' die virus could
mutate into a form easily spread
from person to person, possibly
sparking a global pandemic that
kills millions. So far, human cases
have been traced to contact with
sick birds.
David Nabarro, the U.N. coordinator on avian and human
influenza) said the international outpouring of support

at the conference attended by
more than 100 countries showed
a determination to try to avert
disaster.
'What we've seen today is that
the world really does care and
wants to respond effectively to
the threat of avian Influenza and
a possible human pandemic," he
said, describing the response as
"quite extraordinary."
About $1 billion of the money
came in the form of grants, while
the other S9TJ0 million will be
distributed as loans — including S500 million from the World
Bank.

l'liSUAWAR.l akistan—Pakistani
intelligence agents hunted yesterday for the graves of four alQaida militants believed killed
in an airstrike near the Afghan
border — including one authorities suspect was a high-ranking
al-Qaida figure
ABC News reported that a
master bomb maker and chemical weapons expert for al-Qaida
was killed in the attack on the
village of Damadolalast week, I le
was identified as Midhat Mursi,
also known as Abu Khabab alMasri, who ran an al-Qaida training camp and has a S5 million
reward on his head.
A Pakistani intelligence official,
speaking on condition of anonymity because he's not authorized to speak to journalists said
authorities still did not know the
names of die dead foreign militants but suspect one was a ranking al-Qaida figure.
"We have no names. We know
one ofthem had value in al-Qaida.
1 le had intelligence value in the
network, but we arc still checking
his name,'' said the official.
However, Pakistani Interior
Minister Aftab Sherpao told The
Associated Press the govern-

mem (fix's not know the Identities of the foreigners believed
killed in the missile strike
Iriday. which officials have Hid
targeted Osama bin laden's top
aide, Ayman al-Zawahri.
"We are still investigating.
There's a possibility diat some
foreigners were then?, but we slill
do not know," said Sherpao, who
was in New York with visiting
Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz.
Sherpao said the govern
men! had not retrieved the
bodies of any of the four foreign
militants reported killed in the
raid. He said the bodies may
bale been taken by a local proTaliban cleric. Maulana hiqir
Mohammed, who also is beuig
hunted by authorities.
Ihe U.S. government refuses
U i discuss the airstrike, which lias
been condemned by Pakistan.
Provincial authorities say die
attack killed IB residents of the
Rishlun village, and they abosa)
dicy believe sympathizers took
the lKxlics of four or five foreign
militants to bury them in die
mountains, thereby preventing
their identification.
"Kffortsiirc under way to iiiws
tigate further," said Shah Xaman
Khan, director-general of media
relations for Pakistan's tribal areas
bordering Afghanistan.
Associated Press writers
Mimir Ahmad and Matthew
Penmngfon in hUunaixui contributed to this n'/mrt.

HOUSESP

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 2006 leases
•831 5th St, 3bdrm
-H

ni"

•835 5th,4bdrm
SlOOO/mo
August 2006 Leases
• 849 6th St, Jbdrm
S750/mo
• 239 B Manville, I bdrm
$350/mo
• 849A 6th St., 1 bdrm
$325/mo

Fully Furnished Rooms
at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing
FROBOSE RENTALS

Call or stop in
419-352-5211
1550E.WoosterSt.

Come Meet
the Sisters of
Alpha Phi

NEWIPVE

Wednesday January:; th |
Thuisda) Januan j6th
from S - to pm

Rentals
• No Parental Guarantees Needed

* Professional Management Team

• Over 400 Houses, Apts., & Condos

• Pets Permitted In Some Rentals

• Full-time Maintenance

* No Application Fees

.trrhcAlph.t I'hi I louse

visit our only office:

Newfove /Management Services

If win have an;
questions please contact
jennict0bgnct.bgsu.edu

APPLICATIONS DUE JANUARY 27'

332 South Main St.
Bowling Green. OH. 43402
(419)352-5620
visit our website at wv/w.newloverentalsxom

ORIENTATION AND FIRST YEAR PROGRAMS
419.372.9646

JMIMIMIMIMMIIBIIMiM:

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Welcome Students,
Staff and Friends
w

M Powntowner league
Every Tuesday 9:00 PM
Now until Spring Preak!

MO/week includes
bowling & shoes
along with prizes and pizza
at the end of the league!

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

IUOW LEASING
"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.com

1010 N. MAIN ST. BG'»i''<M9-352-'»637'>i«' WWW.AIMARLANES.COM * ALMAR300@DACOR.NET

480 Lehman Avenue * Bowling Green, Ohio 4J402
I
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1LLEFING
Men's b-ball tops
Eastern on road

THURSDAY

Martin Samaroo scored a
career-high 35 points — 23 in the
second half— as the BGSU men's
basketball team defeated Lastem
Michigan. 79-72. last night in
Vpsilanti, Mich.
Steven Wright added 17 points
for the falcons, who improved
In 7-B overall and 3-2 in the MidAmerican Conference. BG trailed
32-31 at halftime but used a 12-0
run in the second half to lake a
54-46 lead.

January 19,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Browns
look for
players

Falcons respond after break
BG gets inspiration
from Ohio's halftime
chant and wins 77-63

MATT
RIDDLE
Columnist

By lessica Ameling
ASSISISN1 SPORTS (011 OR

The majority of NFL analysts
picked the Cleveland Browns to
finish with the worst record in
the NFL in 2005. To the surprise
of many, the Browns were competitive in almost every game
and fought hard, finishing 6-10
overall.
This upcoming off-season is
the most important in the "new"
Browns era, mainly because the
Browns can build off the success
of this season and. most importantly, they have $30 million to
spend. The Browns will need to
address the offense and defense
through free agency and the
draft.

Offensive Needs
Third down back: The Browns
need to include a premier, third
down back in their offense.
Reuben Droughns is a tough
between-the-tackles runner, but
the Browns like to keep him fresh
and use him on first and second downs. Free agents to be
that will intrigue the Browns are
Baltimore's Chester Taylor and
DeShaun Foster from Carolina.
In the Nil. Draft, Cleveland
should take a good look at
Wisconsin's Brian Calhoun in the
second round, lust ask the BCiSU
football team how good he is. Do
not count the Browns out of taking
a running back in the first round,
laurencc Maroney. 1-enDaleWhite
and DeAngelo Williams could all
be available at pick No. 12.
Receiver Antonio Bryant, the
Browns' most recent 1,000-yard
receiver, is a free agent, and if
the Browns do not give Dennis
Northcutl his bonus, he can and
will opt for free agency. This would
leave the Browns with Braylon
Edwards, who is coming off surgery, losh Cribbs and Frisman
Jackson. Cleveland is committed to re-signing Bryant, but if it
doesn't, hen- is a list of possible
future Brawns David Givens from
New England, "Hometown boy"
|oe lurevicius from Seatde, San
Diego's Heche Caldwcll and Koren
Robinson from the Vikings. The
Browns will also take a look at the
draft for help with this position.
The Browns could get Oregon
State's Mike Mass in the second
round as he would bring them the
possession receiver they so badly
need. IX'rek I lagan from Arizona
State could also he available in
Round 2.
Offensive line: This year the
Browns had the best offensive
line since 1999. They should resign l.|. Shelton and let thus line
develop as a unit. In the draft, get
young talent to groom. Andrew
Whitworth from 1 .SU and Winston
Justice from USC should be available in Round 2. It may be hard at
the No. 12 spot for die Browns to
not draft mammoth D'brickshaw
R-rguson — don't be surprised if
they take him.
Quarterback banle: There is
no battle, even though Romeo
Crennel Ls saying there is. Charlie
Irye is the starter and Trent Differ
is one of the best backups in die
league. The draft has many talented quarterbacks (Matt Leinart
Vlnce Young) but they should be
gone when the Browns draft at
No. 12. let I rye develop and lake a
chance on Virginia Tech's Marcus
WckinRound3.

Defensive Needs
Speed, speed and more speed:
'Ihe Browns desperately need
to make this defense taster. The
D-Line is slow and the linebackBROWNS. PAGE 11

|

Trailing by three at halftime
against a mediocre Ohio
University team, t he B( I women
basketball players were hanging their heads on the way to
the locker room.
And then they heard the
Bobcats chanting, "We want
them and we want more." '['hat
was all it took for the Falcons
to realize how much more they
wanted to remain alone atop
the East division of the MidAmerican Conference.
After scoring just 23 points
in the first half, the Falcons
poured in 54 in the second,
en route to a 77-63 victory at
Anderson Arena.
"It got a little healed In the
tunnel," said BG's Ali Mann
(17 points) about the Bobcats'
chanting. "It was like a championship game environment
almost — they wanted this
game."
After a big victory Saturday
over Kent State in a rematch of
last year's MAC championship
game, BG coach Curt Miller was
afraid this game would be a letdown for his team.
"We had to remind the kids
that if we lost tonight to OU it
would be a quick three way
tie in the league," Miller said.
"Essentially, right away again
we were playing a game for
first place."
BG, which improved to 13-2
overall (3-OMAC), jumped out to
a 1-1 2 lead with 12:33 remaining
in the first half, in what looked
to be another routine win. But
the Bobcats (5-10, 2-2 MAC)
turned it into a game with 10-of20 shooting in the first period,
including 3-of-4 from behind
the arc. Meanwhile, BG shot a
paltry 27 percent in the half and
went 3-of-16 from 3-point land.
"I think we had a lull in the
first half against their zone and
got a little trigger-happy from
the three," Miller said.
But once again the Falcons'
defense pulled through and
the difference in the game was
turnovers — 27 for the Bobcats
compared to just nine for the
Falcons. BG had 15 steals,
including four each from Kate
Achterand Casey McDowell.
"We take pride in our defense,
and after being down three at
halftime it was a rallying cry to
come out and really put on ihe
stops," said Achter, who also had
14 points and nine assists.

Julia DiFianco BGNews
TAKING CONTROL: Kale Achter looks to drive the lane during BG's 77-63 win over Eastern Michigan last night at Anderson Arena.

Mann, the reigning MAC
Flayer of the Week, led the
Falcons in scoring with 17
points, Carin Nome added 16

on 6-of-10 shooting.
Both teams traded baskets for
the first six minutes of the second half until BG went on a 20-3
run In pull ahead 51-37 with

"We had to remind the kids that if we lost
tonight to OU it would be a quick threeway tie in the league. Essentially, right
away again we were playing a game for
first place."
CURT MILLER. BGSU COACH

9:35 remaining. Liz Honegger
drained two 3-poiniers in a little over a minute during that
span, for six of her 13 points.
Freshman lessica McKcn/ic
added four of her career-high

seven points.
"Runs are the name of the
game," Miller said. "We've been
a team over the past few years
that reallv has runs, and we

depend on those runs."
BG never let the Bobcats gel
closer than nine the remainder

of the game,
Ohio's Rachel Frederick led

all scorers with IB points and
teammate Quintana Ward
added Hi,incluiling3-nf-3fn>m
behind the arc. The Bobcats
shot i>i percent bom behind
the arc. but only 56 percent (9of-161 from the charity stripe.
The Falcons' next chance to
prove how much they want
the MAC title will be at 1 p.m.
Saturday against visiting

Miami (6-9,1-3).
"We ean'i overlook anvonc,"
Miller said. "We're the hunted
and we're warned by everyone.''

Rodriguez to play for USA in classic
By Mike Fitzpatrick
THE ISSOClAKD PRESS
NEW YORK — Alex Rodriguez
finally chose a side: I le wants to
wear stars and stripes.
I Us allegiance torn between the
Dominican Republic and United
States, A-Rod made up his mind
at last Tuesday night and decided
he will participate in the World
Baseball Classic as a member of
the U.S. team.
"In recent weeks, following
dialogue with caring friends and
players, both Dominican and
American, I reached the conclusion that if 1 played in the Classic,
I would play for the United States
and honor my American citizenship" Rodriguez said in a statement on his Web site.
"I appreciate the support and

understanding of my fellow
Dominican players and friends
who aided me in making ibis
decision. Ihe World Baseball
Classic oilers baseball and its fans
an exciting new forum and I look
forward, if selected, to representing the United States in what will
be baseball's greatest international competition."
Rodriguez vacillated until the
very end. After speaking with the
New York Yankees third baseman
earlier Tuesday, players' association chief operating officer (iene
Or/a thought the two-time MVP
was leaning toward not playing
at all.
later In the day, Rodriguez
made his decision to participate.
according to agent Scott Boras.
"Ihe guy is one of the best

players on the planet. I le's finally
made up his mind on a very difficult decision. If he wants to play
for the U.S., we're definitely glad
lo have him," U.S. general manager Rob Watson said.
Flic Chavez, Oakland's (kild
Clove third baseman, also was
among 10 players added to the
U.S. roster Tuesday along with
pitchers Ben Sheets Dan llaren,
Brett Myers and liary Majewski;
and outfielders Luis Gonzalez,
left Francoeur, Man I lolliday and
Randy Winn. Forty-two players
wen' announced Monday.
While A-Rod made his
choice, tournament organizers
remained unsure whether the
Bush administration will allow
Cuba to participate.
Ihe U.S. Treasury Department

last month denied baseballs
application for Cuba to play in
the United States. A permit is
needed because of laws governing certain transactions with
Fidel Castro's communist country, which generally isn't allowed
to receive U.S. currency.
"We aren't afraid of anything"
Castro said in a speech late
Tuesday. "It's wry difficult to compete against us in any area.... Not
even in baseball do they want to
compete with Cuba."
After Cuba promised to
donate any money to victims
of Hurricane Katrina, baseball
reapplied for a permit and was
still awaiting a decision on that
second application.
"We are very hopeful tliat ...
Cuba will be allowed to partici-

pate on lite tenns that have been
negotiated," said Bob DuPuy,
baseball's chief operating officer.
"It is critical that Cuba participates. Cuba is an Important international program, the defending
(llytnpic champion, and might to
beintheWbrid Baseball Classic."
Treasury Department spokeswoman Molly Millerwise said no
decision had been made.
Puerto Rico has threatened
to pull out as a host for the
event if Cuba isn't allowed to
play. And baseball's world governing body, the International
Baseball Federation, says it
would withdraw its sanction of
the tournament.
Evct. home run king Hank
A-ROO. PAGE 11
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Yankee

Elyria's Mahone a triple threat
All-state first-teamer
played receiver, safety
and running back

snagged

first-team

All-Ohio

triple-threat P.J. Mahone out of
Elyria High School.
good one,''
Mark

The BCiSU football team contin-

A-Rod was included on the

A-ROD, FROM PAGE 10
the sweepstakes, the Falcons

"You guys got yourselves a
By Matt Deighton
RiPORIER

chooses u.s.

said Elyria coach

Solis,

before questions

ues its quest for Mid-American

about his star could even be
asked.

Conference championship this

Dominican Republic's prelimiAaron thinks dial would be a

-t .vuv-. ITV.
asm '<

nary roster.

shame.

"I feel a little disappointed with

"I hope diat these kids are given

his announcement." I )ominicai i

an opportunity to play, because

general manager Stan Javier said

whatever happened before, they

yesterday. "We never counted on

had nothing to do with it," Aaron

Mex. We haw Adrian Bdtrc and

said in Washington at an event

Aramis Ramuvy at diird base. We

to promote the Wbrid Baseball

do not need more"

The six-foot, 200-pound senior

Classic and celebrate 130 years

Provisional rosters of up to 60

with

gave the Falcons his verbal com-

of )apan-U.S. baseball history. "I

players for each country wen*

many different faces in the line-

mitment on Dec. 12, just a few

just hope they have an oppor-

due at midnight I-ST on Tuesday

up and on the depth charts.

days after touring several other

tunity to compete. ITiey really

and were to be announced yes-

interested

deserve to. The)' liave some great

terday. The filial :i0-man rosters

ballplayers in Cuba."

for the 16-iiation tournament

upcoming

season,

but

And (hough as difficult as it

schools.

Mahone

has been, fans must say good-

can officially become a Falcon

bye to Omar Jacobs and the

Feb. 1 — the National Signing

Htxlrigutv. perhaps baseball's

will be chosen from those 60-

other key components who have

Day for senior football players.

best all-around player, is eDflMe

player pools shortly before the

decided to move on, wish them

Unfortunately,

Mahone could

to play for the U.S. team and die

Stan ill tilt' event, scheduled for

luck, and focus on building the

not be reached for comment on

Dominican Republic because he

March 3-20.

program into one that doesn't

this story.

always have to lose talent like
that every other year or so.

Mahone, ranked No. :«)among
senior safeties in the country

B fJk ;>/

■

He

said

last

that

A player can lie on multiple 60-

to play for the

month

man rosters but only one 30-

by rivals.com. was recruited by

Brandon and the Falcon, foot-

teams like Miami (Oil), Ohio,

ball program hasn't wasted any

Kent

time bringing in recruits to fill

Virginia and Iowa — some of

EARLY CATCH: Elyria's RJ. Mahone breaks a tackle during a game this

he didn't want to offend either

some crucial vacancies, despite

which were turned away by his

past season. Mahone committed to BGSU on Dec. 12.

country.

the painful losses of Jacobs and

small frame.

other slandouts like 2005 team
MVP

Charles

Sharon,

Steve

Sanders, P.J. Pope, Mike Thaler

Cincinnati,

West

team,

then

said

man roster, union spokesman
(ireg Bonn's said.
\s

just a misconception of his pure

on a fumble recovery in the
end zone.
In

athletic ability.

Elyria's regional

semifi-

talented athletes I've ever seen

Mahone burned the Bulldogs for

ence where recruits decide to

come out of high school and for

a (>2-yard touchdown run.

play al (he next level.

his size he is capable of exceeding expectations, "Solid said.

nal loss to Canton McKinlcy.

expected.

Barry

Bonds,

Roger Clemens, Itavk leter and

"He spoke to (he commis-

Solis believes Mahone's size is

talent can considerably influ-

instantly

intended

he wouldn't play at all because

"He's just one of the most

recruit

he

Dominican

and Ted Peipkow. Losing such

One such

sional roster cannot participate.

but his parents an' Dominican.

This year Falcon coach (iregg

State,

Any player not on a provi-

was raised in die United States

Ken (irilfcy |r. were the biggest

The Falcons have recruited

sioner and the Major league

names among die 42 players

Mahone as a safety, although

Baseball Players Association last

picked by the I I.S. team.

they may experiment with him

week and they talked about the

at receiver.

benefits of his participation in

Mahone

will

bring

Rodriguez

joins

speed

advancing baseball both nation-

Damon

and athleticism to the Falcons

ally and Internationally;" Boras

American roster.

On defense, he led the team in

defense. If lined up on offense,

said Tuesday night.

solo tackles with 35, was second

he could be a valuable target

became the mosl popular of

Duringhishighschoolcareer,

witli 46 assisted tackles and also

for Falcon quarterback Anthony

them all when he committed to

Mahone started games at tail-

intercepted three passes, help-

Turner.

the Falcons last month.

back, wide receiver and safety.

ing (he Pioneers (o a 9-3 record.

Yankees

teammates Jeter and Johnny
on

the

preliminary

Travel

"P.I. characterizes true athleti-

In one of the biggest recruit-

He stored 30 touchdowns his

"He knows whar (o do in every

cism, and 1 am confident that he

ment battles of the offseason,

senior season — 23 rushing, six

situation and simply knows how

will be utilized to the most of his

Spring

with

receiving and one on defense

to win games," Solis said.

potential at BGSU,* Solis said.

$199' Beachtront Rooms at Board
walk. Holiday Inn1 Free Party Package. Food at MTVu Party Tent! Bahamas Cruise $299. Daytona $179.
Cancun Acapulco. Nassau $599'
SpnngBreakTravel com
800-678-6386

several

MAC

rivals

in

Cleveland needs help
would be a sensible pick in (he

BROWNS, FROM PAGE 10

later rounds,
ers are even slower. Please, can

More athletic Safely: Brian

somebody get linebacker Ben

Russell is not lalenled enough

Taylor off'the field. At least once

to be in

a game you saw Taylor either

starting.

get run over or trip over his OH n
feet in coverage. The Browns
also need to cut Kenard Lang.

the NFL yet alone

Butler and Foster lead
OSU over Wisconsin
the field.
With the Buckeyes on top

find another starring safe(y.

Butler and Je'Kel Foster took

44-43 and 14 minutes remain-

With the emergence of Leigh

turns

shots

ing, the Buckeyes ran off eight

liodden as a solid corner, Gary

down the stretch to lead No.

straight points. Butler hit two
free throws, seldom-used sub

must

making

Lost Sony Cyber-Shot Camera.
tt lound please call
440-452-1554

critical

Lang is a beast but not in the 3-4

Baxter could move lo safely,

19 Ohio State to a 77-67 Victory

defense, and he is set to make 4.5

pairing him with the prom-

over No. 15 Wisconsin yester-

Ivan Harris hit a 3 from the

million dollars in 2006. Chaun

ising Brodney Pool. Pool, the

day night.

left corner and Butler made a 3

Travel

352-7571
352-9638
352-7571

Butlel
Slutled Breadslicks
Pasta

"*1 Spring Break Website! Low
Prices guararueed Book 11 people
get 12th trip tree1 Group discounts

3529638.
352-7571.
352-9638

Subs
Salad& Soup
Your tavonte drinks

tor6*yywwSpringBreahPiacQunH
com oi www.LelsureTours.com ot
800-838 8202

earlv in the possession to push

Browns' second round pick last

The loss ended Wisconsin's

solid linebackers.

year, is the most athletic player

seven-game Big Ten winning

Nose tackle Jason Fisk should

on the team and should make a

streak and dealt a defeat to the

be replaced by somebody faster

significant impact next season.

last unbeaten Big Ten team.

and younger. The free agent mar-

Free agency could bring Tampa

ket is pretty thin on defense, but

Bay s Dexter Jackson and Omar

had a balanced attack, with

these names standout: Hunter

StOUtmire

Washington.

Terence Dials scoring 15 points

The Badgers pulled to 65-61

Hillenmayer from

USC's Darnell Bing could be

and Ron Lewis, Butler and Matt

with just under 6 minutes left

5 Days From $299! Includes Meals.
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties With Celebri
ties As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules' On Campus Reps Needed1
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com.

Cleveland's first round choice.

Sylvester each added 14.

on Brian Butch s 15-foot jump-

1-800-678-6386.

the Bears.

San Diego's Matt Wilhelm and
Antwan Peek from 1 louston. In

from

Sign Orpheus Roye:

If the

Buckeyes

(13-2,

3-2)

the lead to 52-43.
Ohio

State, which beat

a

ranked team for the first time
in three tries thisseason. never
trailed again.

KammronTaylorandAlando

er, but then Foster came out of

the draft, the ideal pick would be

Browns fail to sign Roye, they

Tucker each scored 21 points

his slump. I le hit the second of

A.J. Hawk, but he will no longer

will lose a team leader and a

for the Badgers (14-3.4-1). with

two free throws.

be available at No. 12. With their

great talent. The draft could fill

first pick, the Browns can draft

the defensive line need with

Chad

Rod Wright from Texas or llaloti

Creenway

from

Iowa,

Demeco Ryans from Alabama.

Ngata from Oregon. Free agency

Michael Huff from Texas and

brings Anthony Weaver from

limmy Williams from YTech.

Baltimore and Robert Mathis

Ohio S(a(e's Bobby Carpenter

from the Colts.

ENTERTAINMENT

Personals

Ask tor Amanda

Thompson and Andra Davis are

The

Panama City From

Tinker shooting 9-of-22 from

By Rusty Miller
IHt ASSOCIATED PRESS
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Jamar

Cleveland

Lost/Found

Break

p^

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE1

Pagliai s Pizza & Campus Pollyeyes
not |US1 a store front.
come dine and drink with us

r

Wanted

'BARTENDING! up to $300 day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

3 Bedroom Apartments

& SPONSORS

A C H
®IIA(S®MRVS O R T

SPRING HA
BREAK UO

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA

• Furnished
<^
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
• Laundry on site GSUENBRIAR,

General Motors
Cobalt HHR Promotion

(J'l.iiniiu Iiqhi
l.»h VolUffcoH to.-j.~l

HS^USLUIV

Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

Classmates
USM Calandar
V Wotldl lJTj«t *>d k*ig«it k«g vm ^.
^T UnHmKtd drift betull week tonjt ~

CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS!

A

£
H

www.SandpiperBeacon.com

Alloy Marketing
f, Promotions

> c t z i

N

INC

Starting at

$825/month
+ Utilities

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.oom

r

FREE GIVEAWAYS)

17M3 Front luch «d. Pinirni City tiich, fl 38413

tturqer Special
fpichep's "5."5."8*

KLEVERS JEWELRY

1 POUND 01 ground beel with your choice 01
"Frickers Freebies make this a Belly Bustjn' Burger
Frickin"
Bacon
Salsa
Cnil.
Ra

$5.99

I

Frickers TJTJQ "Surfer
One 1/2 pound Frick burger with bacon.
Melted Cheddar and Frickers original BBQ sauce - $499

Trickcr's Chili 'Surfer
Our original Frick burger smothered with
Melted Cheddar and Fricker's family recipe chili

Trickcr's A lyon
Frickers onion straws. A-1 sauce
and American cheese top this classic - $499

4I9-353-669I • 1-800-569-3988 • <

• Cash or Check

$499
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Wanted

For Rent

Wanted

"STILL LOOKING FOR A GREAT
JOB" FULL TIME ONLY Entry
Level-Sales & Managers No Exp.
Needed- Paid Training Work 12-9
PM SSSALARY . COMM; FULL
BENEFITS $$"lnlormation Sessions Thur. Jan 19 at 12PM & Sat.
Jan. 21 at 11AM SPACE IS LIMITED CALL TODAY Held at 12401
Eckel Rd. Perrysburg. OH 43551"
'"CALL TODAY 419-261-6034
EOEMFDV
Accompanist wanted lor
Lutheran Church in Waterville.
Interesred person call 419-878-0266
Full PT photographer needed. HHI
South Carolina location. Will train
the right person, heavy photoshop
skills a plus, wkends & eves, working w the public no sales, pay com.
w experience, to stan ASAP. Call
Rob or Sue at 843 290-0088
HIRING IMMEDIATELY"
•■$10 HR.COMMISSION—
"Fun Work and Good Money"
Only 15 Mm Away in Perrysburg
Pan Time Positions
Must be available all evenings
Work Nights After Class
"M-Fri 4:00-9 PM and Sat Morning
Phone Sales Positions No Exp
Necssary P.iid Training
Call Kris TODAY@261 6034
TruGreen ChemLawn
EOE M F D V
Part-time child care in my Perrysburg home Must be avail Thurs afternoons, other hours Ilex Must
have reliable tran & an excellent
driving record email sworley@bgnel
VAN PRIVER ■ part- time Provide
transportation 10 & trom social services agency. Must be between the
ages ol 21-65. possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record 10-19 hours a week Must
be available trom 2 00- 4:00 p.m &
5:00
9 00 pm
M-F. Salary
S7 69hr. Submit resume and cover
letter to marcvstacrc.wcnet.org or
Childrens Resource Center. PO
Box 738 Bowling Green. OH
43402

We pay up to $75 per online survey
www.myspendingcash.com

3 bedroom, houses
1 & 2 bedroom, apartments.
Available Aug. Call 419-308-2457.

For Sale

3-4 Bdrm house for rent. Close 10
campus and downtown.
Call 419-575-2683

2000 Ford Taurus. Clean. Light Blue
4 Door SES Sedan. 65.000 miles.
AC. Power windows/locks, cassette,
very good cond. Asking $4,900. Any
questions call Brad (4401-759-1145
Furn. or unturn. 1999 Redman mobile home at Gypsy Lane mobile
home park, next to Slippery Elm
Trail. 3 bdrms . 2 baths, shed, central air 8 all appliances $35,000.
Like new Call 353-4919

"" Houses & Apts Now t 06-07 All
close to campus, low as S199.00
mo Quiet, close to downtown.
Updates Avail @CARTYRENTALS
COM or call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 or 2 bdrm apt. Close to campus
Grad student or mature undergrad
Available Now! Call Gary 352-5414
2 bdrm. 1 bathroom apt Storage
room Very close to campus.
$550 mo Call 1-843-425 6770

SINCE 1^72

Ms

Apartment For Ren!
424 E. Wooster. Lg. 3 Bdrm.
Avail. Fall 2006. $900,' mo
Util inc. 352-5882

Apartmenl for Sublease
831 7th St. 2 bdrm.. 1 bath, heat S
AC Pel friendly Avail, immediately
Call 419 260 2489
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester & yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
&25" TV Call 419-352-1520
Clean, quiel. cozy. 1 bdrm apt. near
downtown & campus, no pels
$350/mo. & electric 419-308-9909
Grad. Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www hiohlandmrjmt com
Quiet Tenants Desired

3 bdrm. house. One block from campus Avail May 06 One year lease
for $950 month Call 419-787-7577

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.bghighlandmqmt.com
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

3 BDRM AC washer dryer. Close
to campus'downtown. Nice house,
avail in Aug.SI280 mo419-308-1242

FOR RENT: 2 BR. near BGSU
2 BR apt. . furn. w cable. Across
trom BGSU Avail 1st ol the year
$680 mo JBIand16@aolcomor
(4151420-1607.
34 bdrm. house $825 per mo. +
util Available now or May.
Ph. 419-937-2215 or 419-934-0128

Houses/Apts for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC.
419 352-8917- 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M-F
www boapanmenls com
Quiel tenants preferred
Low Monthly Rentals
$375 monthly included utilities.
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract
Please Call 419-352-5211
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ACROSS

10 Blemished
11 Actress Arthur

12 Bitter vetch
13 Spring forward syst.

39 Haughty
singe
40 "Lover-girl"
Marie
■_ Mir Bist
Du 43 Concert site
Shoen"
47 Narcotic
Nautical affirmative
48 Cnbbage item
Formed
50 D-flat, in other words
Develop from larvae
52 Looker-upper's guide
Noses
54 Tale in verse
Cut molars
55 _fixe
More strange
56 Black-and-whit
cookie
Cables
Cultural
historian 57 Walk lamely
Otherwise
Shere
Circle part
Muslim magistrate
Part of AT&T
Slugger's stat

21 Stellar blasts

22
25
26
27

28
29
30
31

32
35

1 Mata_
5 Alone
9 Flowed out

Still
Part 4 of quote
Withdraw
Pancho's poncho
Charged particles
End of quote
Open courtyards
Icelandic literary work
Seed cover
Counter
Observed
Radiation units
Weather conditions
Printed matter
Gandolfo resident

14 Actress Gray

15 4-string guitars
16 Padres and Pirates, briefly
17 Play parts

18
19
20
23
24
28
31
33
34
36
37
38
41
42
44

■ II

Dawn Chong and Carruth
Blow one's own horn
Start of Evan Esar quote
Clark Kent's gal
Set up tents
Derrick for loading
Part 2 of quote
Born as
Computer data format
Sound from a pound
Above, in an ode
Part 3 of quote
Nabokov novel
Elevator name
Steel plow pioneer

^4^^^^

1 Miami pros
2 St. Louis skyline feature
3 Religious custom
4 Shoe part
5 Most gruff
6 Gives the nod to
7 ACobb
8
buco
9 Sitting, as a court

^1^^

■■

PLrR'
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Apartment For Rent
426 E Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm.
Avail. Fall. 2006. $425/ mo.
Util. inc., 352-5882

3 bdrm house 2 blks. Irom campus
One year lease lor $1200 mo. Avail
Aug. 06 Call 419-787-7577.

3 4 bdrm apts. recently remodeled
Multiple students unrelated OVER 3
allowed Call 419-308-3525
10am- 10pm 619 High St

SERVING

I

854 8TH St., 1 bdrm. d/w, $395/mo
♦ elec & dep. Avail now. 9-12 mo
lease. Call 419-392-3354

2 bdrm. house. W/D hookup.
storage shed. $525 mo + util.
419-353-1556

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355.
419-352-0590

■m" ■■

»

fJJJFTj

brought to you by

■

■•'«■••'

4 bdrm house. 2 car garage. W/D.
AC. 1 Wk. Irom campus Starting
May or Aug. tor 06-07 school year.1
year lease 419-654-9512

Tornado Storm II Foosball Table.
Like new $400 o.b.o. ($950 retail)
Call 216-849-4697

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
'IIII.III It Sl'OKIS (itl\K\NTI I I) OR \OVR MONI-Y BACK"

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TtST • WWW.KAPTKST.COM

For Rent
Parking spaces available one block
from campus. $100 lor semester.
CalMI9-787-7577
Sublease al the Enclave
Discounted price $275'mo for furn.
apt. Male or Female. No long term
lease required. Available now. Rest
of Jan. is free. Contact John Ostroske at J D.ostroske@gmail.com
or (440) 241-3959

For Rent

For Rent

Relired teacher and professor will
share house 5 bdrm. 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot $255
mo. includes all utilities. Call after 7
and leave message (419)352-5523

Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House.
$325 mo. & utilities. 330-701-8575

Subleaser needed May - Aug.
Copper Beach. 3-4 person unit
Fully furn.. cheap utilities, pets allowed Contact 419-217-0935

We are looking for 2 students
to share house rent with at
219 E Merry St 419-351-3639
WELL MAINTAINED
2 BEDROOM APTS
5th * 7th STREETS 352-3445

4N 351::;:
I6J S. Main ■ Rowling Green

FRESH
NOW LEASING 2006-2007
Georgetown Manor 800 9* St.

IPRJi

I & 2 Bedroom Apoitmenrs
Porking ond laundry Focililits
Gos, Woler. S Sewer poid.

I b^tteom tr SliitkApdrtiiVutsslill availablr
rtoswwftvi
6-9-l?Monih
\f at w//v \f, iru ■/r/tt.)

SSWfi

iHVSMUlf

tie "Blue House" 616 F St.
1 & 3 Bedroom Aporlmenri

133.5 H. Church St.

IttoflMkSi
{within MIIIKJ ifouw inapt)

2 Bedroom Aporlmenrs
Downtown. Newly remodeled

^armiAe /S 423-74'4

135 N. Church St.

'lui. tNTI.RSI \ll.l)RI\I\3» 1 uriu-r 1 if I -.-, jiiii HI am

3 Bedroom House

AiisiAim MSIMTM;

l'».rt> raani available t,,r hlrthdu
..11 1

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

.Ml..

317 N. Enterprise
3 Bedroom Howe

2 Hay Advance Ticket Sales
GLORY R0A0 |PC>
115410 7 05945
KING KONG,W, 1 j
100450850
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WAROROBEiPOii 004007 20
THE FAMILY STONE IP0-13I
1 30 7 00
RUMOR HAS IT
»G i]
4 009 30
LAST HOLIDAY iPC-131 130420715950
TRISTAN S ISOLDE 1PG-13) 1 40 4 25 7 10 9 55
HOODWINKED IK) 1 00 3 00 5 00 7 00 9 15
HOSTEL1R1
1053155307451000
GRANDMA'S BOVlRI' 00 3:10 5 20 7 35 9 55
THE RINGER ire-Ill
'15345710930
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN 2ITOl
100315
7 00920
FUN WITH DICK 1 JANE IPG-O) 100310

From Only $475!

,J*Uu/ta& 6

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
■Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

YOU COULD ALMOST GET IN TROUBLE FOR WATCHING IT

Laundromat
«• *'

-FREE HEA1
V««tiT. M.m.

-

N

| ...

t

| SNjpp«0»
' SouH>M*n

5 20 7 309:40
-100 7 00940

THE LEGEN0 OF ZORRO1PG1-I 00 7 00 9:30
FUGHTPlANlPG-lli
510 7 20930
JUST LIKE HEAVEN IPC-131

500710910

ZATHURAlPOl

5007:109:20

TUNE INTO TIME WARNER CHANNEL 117
AND WATCH MTV2 SIC 'EM FRIDAY EVERY WEEK
CATCH WILDBOYZ AT 9 P.M. FOLLOWED BY
TEAM SANCHEZ AT 9:30 P.M.

.MM1MI

1

AEON FLUX IP8-1JI
WALK THE LINE 1PB-111

CONTACT IUCIE 419 354-9740

On selected floor plans

520730940
423-2861

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

Free Wireless Internet!
, B.G.'s only full-service &
fully-attended laundFomat
Open Daily 7am-11pm

VARSITY SQUARE

apartments

Large Capacity
& Single Load Washers

419-353-7715 t=J

GET MTV2 ON TIME WARNER CABLE! ORDER NOW ANT

S Main St ■ 419.35187J161

DIGITAL CABLE

+ ROAD RUNNER** niGi;

3 GREAT SERVICES, 1 LOW PR

THE
TANNING
CENTER
.ServiNj fSQ W /980

RODM£

AvAikble!

CALL TODAY! 86

•xp. 1/31/2006

3 MONTHS

1 MONTH

In the standard beds ! In the standard beds

only$56.22„, |

52

INSTALLATION IS JUST $4

2 FREE VISITS
With any 10 visit
package purchase

exp. 1/31/06

only$25-25u,
WWW.TIMEWARWRMBLE.COtll

exp 1/31/06

No Hidden Fees No Credrt Cud Required

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
419-354-1559
(17MDS-2BOOIHS)
NO APPOINTMINT
NECESSARY

SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT
993S.Man
419-353-B26
I5KM-2KMTW!

THE HEAT
904E.W3OSt.er
419-352-3588
iSKDS HOOIH!
CltMdt to C*mput

TIME WARNER CABLE

Austrailian Gold
Lotions Always
25% off!

THE POWER OF YOIT

j

1

